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Why GAO Did This Study

What GAO Found

During the tax ﬁling season, generally
from January to mid-April, IRS processes
more than 100 million individual and
business tax returns and provides
telephone, correspondence, online, and
in-person services to tens of millions of
taxpayers. The 2019 ﬁling season is the
ﬁrst during which most individuals and
businesses ﬁled returns aﬀected by major
tax law changes under TCJA.

In advance of the 2019 ﬁling season, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)
collaborated with the Department of the Treasury (Treasury) and the Oﬃce
of Management and Budget (OMB) to implement signiﬁcant tax law changes
from Public Law 115-97—commonly known as the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA).
This included publishing guidance, creating tax products (e.g., forms), and
reprogramming systems. IRS also took several steps to inform the public of the
changes through public media campaigns and outreach.

GAO was asked to review IRS’s
performance implementing TCJA and
managing the 2019 ﬁling season.
GAO assessed (1) IRS’s performance
collaborating with Treasury and OMB to
implement TCJA prior to the 2019 ﬁling
season and IRS’s eﬀorts to communicate
tax law changes to the public; (2) IRS’s
performance providing customer service
and processing individual and business
income tax returns during the 2019 ﬁling
season compared to prior ﬁling seasons;
and (3) any opportunities that may
exist to improve IRS’s ability to provide
quality customer service and to facilitate
taxpayer compliance. GAO analyzed IRS,
Treasury, and OMB documents and data
and interviewed cognizant oﬃcials.

What GAO Recommends

IRS’s performance during the 2019 ﬁling season was initially hindered by
signiﬁcant challenges that IRS largely overcame. As the agency implemented
TCJA, a ﬁve-week lapse in appropriations furloughed many IRS employees during
critical ﬁling season preparations. This led to sharp declines in telephone service
early in the ﬁling season along with delays in paper return processing and
backlogs of taxpayer correspondence. While IRS improved performance over the
course of the ﬁling season, overall performance remained lower than last year.
GAO identiﬁed several areas for IRS to improve customer service and facilitate
compliance. First, its services to taxpayers with limited-English proﬁciency
(LEP) are very limited, inaccurate in some cases, and diﬃcult to access. For
example, weaknesses in IRS procedures for reviewing and updating translated
content lead to outdated information on its website (see ﬁgure). Also, IRS has
not assessed and documented its decisions whether to translate many vital
tax products, including Form 1040—one of the most commonly-used forms
for individuals—and what oral interpretive services to potentially provide to
taxpayers with LEP. Improving services for taxpayers with LEP will help them
better understand their tax obligations and could help enhance compliance.
Figure: Outdated Translated Information on IRS.gov for 2019 Filing Season

GAO made 8 recommendations to
IRS, including improving service to
taxpayers with LEP by ensuring translated
information on its website is updated,
and assessing and documenting the
appropriate mix of language services it
should provide; using employee input
to evaluate the impact of customer
service training on performance; and
implementing a strategy for eﬃcient
use of overtime. IRS agreed with 6
recommendations and neither agreed nor
disagreed with 2 recommendations, as
discussed in the report.
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lucasjudyj@gao.gov

IRS also does not regularly use employee input to evaluate the impact of
customer service training on performance to identify improvements. Finally, GAO
found that IRS increasingly relies on overtime to meet processing and service
goals; however, IRS lacks a strategy for eﬃciently using overtime. Dependence
on overtime can increase costs to IRS and lead to employee burnout.
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Abbreviations
ACTC

Additional Child Tax Credit

AM

Accounts Management

CBR

Customer Base Report

CSR

customer service representative

EITC

Earned Income Tax Credit

FTE

full-time equivalent

GSA

General Services Administration

IRM

Internal Revenue Manual

IRMF

Information Return Master File

IRS

Internal Revenue Service

IT

Information Technology

ITIN

Individual Taxpayer Identification Number

LEP

limited-English proficiency or limited-English
proficient

LOS

level of service

LPTS

Linguistics, Policy, Tools, and Services
section

MOA

Memorandum of Agreement

OIRA

Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs

OMB

Office of Management and Budget

SP

Submissions Processing

SSA

Social Security Administration

TAC

Taxpayer Assistance Center

TCJA

Tax Cuts and Jobs Act

TF&P

Tax Forms & Publications division

Treasury

Department of the Treasury

W-2

Form W-2, Wage and Tax Statement

GAO’s Mission
The Government Accountability Oﬃce, the audit, evaluation, and
investigative arm of Congress, exists to support Congress in meeting
its constitutional responsibilities and to help improve the performance
and accountability of the federal government for the American people.
GAO examines the use of public funds; evaluates federal programs and
policies; and provides analyses, recommendations, and other assistance
to help Congress make informed oversight, policy, and funding decisions.
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GAO’s commitment to good government is reﬂected in its core values of
accountability, integrity, and reliability.
Copyright
This is a work of the U.S. government and is not subject to copyright
protection in the United States. The published product may be
reproduced and distributed in its entirety without further permission
from GAO. However, because this work may contain copyrighted images
or other material, permission from the copyright holder may be necessary
if you wish to reproduce this material separately.
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Recommendations for Executive Action
Recommendations for Executive Action
We are making the following eight recommendations to IRS.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Page 1

The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should make publicly
available, such as on its website, a list of tax topics considered
out of scope for CSRs to answer on the telephone, as well as
include references for how and where to ﬁnd information
about these topics. (Recommendation 1)
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should reconcile
authority and implement procedures for routinely reviewing
the English versions of IRS’s most commonly used vital
tax products and web pages to ensure that information is
included in commonly encountered languages about where
taxpayers with LEP can obtain the translated content. If such
content is not translated, the products and web pages should
include information about where taxpayers with LEP can
obtain language assistance from IRS. (Recommendation 2)
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should reconcile
authority and implement procedures for routinely reviewing
its multilingual web pages to eﬀectively prevent, or detect and
correct, errors such as incorrect or outdated information. For
example, these procedures could call for the divisions to work
with the Linguistics, Policy, Tools, & Services (LPTS) section
whenever the English version of translated content is updated.
(Recommendation 3)
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should conduct the
four-factor assessment of its language services to persons
with LEP for its most commonly used vital tax products to
determine (1) which products should be translated and into
what languages, and (2) what interpretation assistance will
be provided to arrive at the appropriate mix of translation
and interpretation services. IRS should document these
assessments, including the determinations it made, and
take action as appropriate based on these assessments.
(Recommendation 4)
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should collect and
use employee input on the strengths and weaknesses of its
customer service training, including on whether training is
eﬀective in improving CSRs’ performance, to inform changes
to its training program and strategy under the Taxpayer First
Act. (Recommendation 5)
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should direct the Wage
and Investment division to develop and implement a strategy,
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in collaboration with its strategic workforce planning initiative,
for the eﬃcient use of overtime. (Recommendation 6)
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should further assess
the increase in “system downtime” and identify possible
solutions to mitigate any problems and reduce system
downtime. (Recommendation 7)
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue should perform
regular monitoring of ﬂuctuations in system downtime
charges, such as increases overall or by speciﬁc units, to
determine what, if any, factors are interrupting CSRs’ work.
(Recommendation 8)
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Introduction
January 15, 2020
The Internal Revenue Service’s (IRS) mission is to “provide America’s
taxpayers with top-quality service by helping them understand and
meet their tax responsibilities as well as enforce the law with integrity
and fairness to all.” For ﬁscal year 2018, IRS reported that it:
• collected almost $3.5 trillion in gross taxes;
• processed more than 250.3 million federal tax returns and
supplemental documents and issued almost 122 million refunds
amounting to nearly $464 billion;
• provided taxpayer assistance through almost 608.8 million visits
to IRS.gov;
• assisted more than 64.8 million taxpayers through
correspondence, its toll-free telephone helpline, or at Taxpayer
Assistance Centers; and
• audited almost 1 million tax returns.1
At the same time, IRS faces a number of challenges that pose risks
to meeting its mission if not managed eﬀectively. IRS’s ﬁscal year
2019 budget is its lowest since 2000, after adjusting for inﬂation.
Concurrent with declining resources are increasing responsibilities,
including implementing relevant aspects of the Foreign Account
Tax Compliance Act; Protecting Americans from Tax Hikes Act of
2015; Patient Protection and Aﬀordable Care Act; and Public Law
115-97—commonly known as the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA)—which
included signiﬁcant changes to corporate and individual tax law.2
In addition to these tax law changes, we have previously reported
IRS faces a number of signiﬁcant and ever-evolving challenges with
protecting taxpayer information, preventing identity theft and fraud,
1IRS, Internal Revenue Service Data Book, 2018, Publication 55B (Washington, D.C.:

May 2019).

2Pub. L. No. 111-147, §§ 501-541, 124 Stat. 71, 97-117 (Mar. 18, 2010); Pub. L. No.

114-113, div. Q, 129 Stat. 2242, 3078, (Dec. 18, 2015); Pub. L. No. 111-148, 124 Stat.
119 (Mar. 23, 2010) as amended by the Health Care and Education Reconciliation Act
of 2010 (Pub. L. No. 111-152). To provide for reconciliation pursuant to Titles II and
V of the concurrent resolution on the budget for ﬁscal year 2018, Pub. L. No. 115-97,
131 Stat. 2054 (Dec. 22, 2017) (hereinafter Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA)).
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and modernizing an aging technology infrastructure. For these
reasons, and others, IRS’s enforcement of tax laws has been on our
High-Risk List since we ﬁrst established the list in 1990.3
High-quality customer service is important for taxpayers to fulﬁll
their tax obligations accurately and in a timely manner. Accordingly,
enhancing service is a key element in IRS’s strategy for reducing the
average gross tax gap—the diﬀerence between the amount that
taxpayers owe and the amount they pay. In 2016, IRS estimated
the average gross tax gap was $458 billion each year from 2008
to 2010. Of that amount, IRS estimated $406 billion will never be
collected through late payments or enforcement activities—this
amount is the net tax gap. We previously found that more could be
done to reduce the net tax gap and help taxpayers voluntarily comply
with tax requirements.4 Over the years, we have made numerous
recommendations to IRS and suggestions to Congress to address
the tax gap. Many of these have been implemented but major
opportunities remain.
You asked us to review IRS’s eﬀorts to implement relevant aspects
of the TCJA, in collaboration with the Department of the Treasury
(Treasury) and the Oﬃce of Management and Budget (OMB), and its
performance during the 2019 ﬁling season. In this report, we assess:
1. IRS’s performance collaborating with Treasury and OMB to
implement the TCJA prior to the 2019 ﬁling season and IRS’s
eﬀorts to educate the public on the tax law changes;
2. IRS’s performance providing customer service and processing
individual and business income tax returns during the 2019 ﬁling
season compared to prior ﬁling seasons; and
3. any opportunities to improve IRS’s ability to provide quality
customer service and facilitate taxpayer compliance.
To address the ﬁrst objective, we reviewed IRS’s eﬀorts to prioritize
and ﬁnalize regulations, forms, guidance, and other materials
3GAO, High-Risk Series: Substantial Eﬀorts Needed to Achieve Greater Progress on High-

Risk Areas, GAO-19-157SP (Washington, D.C.: Mar. 6, 2019).

4See GAO, Tax Gap: IRS Needs Speciﬁc Goals and Strategies for Improving Compliance,

GAO-18-39 (Washington, D.C.: Oct. 31, 2017), and Tax Compliance: Better Compliance
Data and Long-term Goals Would Support a More Strategic IRS Approach to Reducing the
Tax Gap, GAO-05-753 (Washington, D.C.: July 18, 2005).
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needing to be developed or revised to implement TCJA, comparing
results to the agency’s project management plan. We interviewed
oﬃcials from IRS, Treasury, and OMB’s Oﬃce of Information and
Regulatory Aﬀairs (OIRA) about their eﬀorts in coordinating the
development and review of regulations for implementing TCJA,
against selected leading collaboration practices identiﬁed in our
prior work.5 We also interviewed IRS oﬃcials, reviewed planning
documents to assess IRS’s approach to managing risk, and reviewed
IRS’s internal communication plan for the TCJA. In addition, we
interviewed a nongeneralizable selection of seven representatives of
the tax industry, including tax preparation businesses and software
developers and professional organizations, to obtain their views on
the support IRS oﬀered pertaining to the tax law changes prior to the
2019 ﬁling season.
To address the second objective, we analyzed data and
documentation pertaining to IRS’s processing, telephone,
correspondence, website, and in-person services and compared
2019 performance data and goals to prior years (ﬁling seasons 2014
through 2018) to identify trends and anomalies. In addition, we
conducted site visits at IRS’s return processing and customer service
facilities in Atlanta, Georgia; Austin, Texas; and Ogden, Utah, which
we selected based upon the diﬀerent types of returns processed
and customer service provided at each location, among other
considerations, to observe ﬁling season operations.
We reviewed weekly IRS ﬁling season status reports and interviewed
IRS oﬃcials to identify changes in performance and identify challenges
associated with the 2019 ﬁling season. We also interviewed IRS
oﬃcials to identify contextual factors contributing to (1) changes in
performance and/or performance measures; and (2) eﬀectiveness of
eﬀorts to manage imbalances, if any, between taxpayer demand for
service and agency resources.
To address the third objective, we interviewed oﬃcials from relevant
functional units within IRS and conducted discussion groups with
customer service representatives (CSR) and their managers about
5See GAO, Results-Oriented Government: Practices That Can Help Enhance and Sustain

Collaboration among Federal Agencies, GAO-06-15 (Washington, D.C.: Oct. 21, 2005). In
particular, we selected the following practices that were the most relevant to these
agencies’ collaboration on the development and review of regulations: agree on roles
and responsibilities; develop mechanisms to monitor, evaluate, and report on results;
and establish compatible policies, procedures, and other means to operate across
agency boundaries.
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challenges they encountered implementing the TCJA and preparing
for the 2019 ﬁling season and opportunities to improve service and
taxpayer compliance. We interviewed representatives from IRS’s
divisions and sections that comprise the Language Services Program,
such as the Linguistics, Policy, Tools, and Services section, which
provides translation services for all IRS oﬃces, to determine their
role providing services to taxpayers with limited-English proﬁciency,
deﬁned by the U.S. Census Bureau as a person who speaks English
“less than very well.” We reviewed IRS’s services provided in languages
other than English and compared these to IRS policy, government best
practices, an executive order, and principles from the Standards for
Internal Control in the Federal Government for establishing an eﬀective
organizational structure, evaluating performance and holding
individuals accountable, and eﬀective documentation.6 In addition,
we reviewed IRS customer service training materials and planned time
frames and discussed them with IRS oﬃcials to understand division
level training needs and development.
Before, during, and after the 2019 ﬁling season, we conducted 14
discussion groups with a total of 67 IRS CSRs and their managers,
observed CSRs’ interactions with taxpayers, and reviewed IRS divisionlevel training evaluations. We reviewed relevant IRS data about the
accuracy of responses provided by CSRs. Finally, we reviewed IRS data
on overtime hours and system downtime to assess changes over time.
We also compared IRS’s actions for evaluating and monitoring use
of overtime and system downtime against principles for evaluating
pressure on personnel to help personnel fulﬁll their assigned
responsibilities in accordance with the entity’s standards of conduct
and performing ongoing monitoring of the design and operating
eﬀectiveness of the internal control system as part of the normal
course of operations from the Standards for Internal Control in the
Federal Government.7
To assess the reliability of data used in this report, we interviewed
IRS oﬃcials and assessed documentation for any data limitations,
which we note, as applicable, within the report. We compared those
results to our data reliability standards and determined that the data
presented in this report are suﬃciently reliable for our purposes.
More information on our scope and methodology can be found in
appendix I.
6GAO, Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government, GAO-14-704G

(Washington, D.C.: September 2014).
7GAO-14-704G.
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We conducted this performance audit from April 2018 to January
2020 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain suﬃcient, appropriate evidence to provide a
reasonable basis for our ﬁndings and conclusions based on our
audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a
reasonable basis for our ﬁndings and conclusions based on our audit
objectives.
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Background
Tax Cuts and Jobs
Act

The TCJA made a number of signiﬁcant changes to the tax law
aﬀecting both individuals and corporations.8 For example, for
individual taxpayers for tax years 2018 through 2025, tax rates were
lowered for nearly all income levels, some deductions from taxable
income were changed (personal exemptions were eliminated while
the standard deduction was increased), and certain credits, such as
the child tax credit, were expanded.9 For individuals with business
income reported on their tax return (pass-through entities), eﬀective
tax rates can be reduced with a 20 percent deduction of qualiﬁed
business income.10 For corporate ﬁlers, the tax rate was changed from
a range between 15 and 35 percent to a ﬂat rate of 21 percent, and
the corporate alternative minimum tax was eliminated.11
To implement the changes in the tax law from the TCJA, IRS:
(1) interpreted the law and published guidance; (2) created or
revised hundreds of tax forms, publications, and instructions; (3)
reprogrammed return processing systems; and (4) hired additional
staﬀ and trained its workforce to help taxpayers understand the law.
IRS’s Human Capital Oﬃce estimated that the agency needed to hire
and train new staﬀ to ﬁll approximately 1,100 positions requiring a
variety of competencies, and provide additional training on tax law
changes for current employees.12
IRS had to make the necessary changes in 2018 to process tax returns
in 2019 and to help taxpayers understand the new law and its eﬀect
on their tax obligations. For example, IRS conducted outreach to
employees, employers, and industry associations encouraging
employees to reassess their withholdings in light of changes the law
made to deductions and credits that may have aﬀected tax liability
and withholding for a large number of taxpayers.

8Pub. L. No. 115-97, 131 Stat. 2054.

9Pub. L. No. 115-97, §§ 11001, 11041, 11021(a) (codiﬁed at 26 U.S.C. § 63(c)(7)),

11022(a) (codiﬁed at 26 U.S.C. § 24(h)).

10Pub. L. No. 115-97, § 11011 (codiﬁed at 26 U.S.C. § 199A).

11Pub. L. No. 115-97, §§ 13001 (codiﬁed at 26 U.S.C. § 11(b)), 12001(a) (codiﬁed at 26

U.S.C. 55(a)).

12GAO, 2018 Tax Filing: IRS Managed Processing Challenges and Enhanced Its

Management of Tax Law Changes, GAO-18-471 (Washington, D.C.: Sept. 10, 2018).
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IRS’s budget declined by about $929 million (7.7 percent) between
ﬁscal years 2014 and 2019, and is the lowest since 2000, after
adjusting for inﬂation (see ﬁgure 1).13 Furthermore, full-time
equivalents funded with annual appropriations declined by 9,283 (11.2
percent) in that same period. The president’s ﬁscal year 2020 budget
request for IRS was $11.472 billion, which is more than the prior 2
years’ appropriations, after adjusting for inﬂation. In ﬁscal year 2018,
IRS received $320 million to cover implementation expenses for TCJA
over 2 years. We previously reported IRS would direct the majority of
the money toward technological updates.14

Figure 1: IRS Appropriations for Fiscal Years 2000 to 2019

Note: Inﬂation adjustments were made using Bureau of Economic Analysis data and
Congressional Budget Oﬃce projections of the ﬁscal year chain weighted gross domestic
product price index.

13All budget amounts are presented in 2018 dollars.
14GAO-18-471.
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From December 22, 2018 to January 25, 2019, much of the federal
workforce was furloughed because of a lapse in appropriations for
ﬁscal year 2019. IRS was one of the aﬀected agencies that did not
receive appropriations and was required to cease most operations,
such as ﬁling season preparation and enforcement activities. During
the ﬁrst 4 weeks of the shutdown, IRS employees could only process
a limited number of taxpayer correspondence and were unable to
answer taxpayer questions over the phone. On January 15, 2019,
in advance of the start of the ﬁling season but before the end
of the furlough, IRS announced that it would be recalling 46,052
employees.15

IRS uses multiple channels to provide customer service to taxpayers,
including in languages other than English:
Telephone service. Taxpayers can contact IRS CSRs via telephone to
obtain information about their accounts throughout the year or to ask
basic tax law questions during the ﬁling season. Taxpayers can also
listen to recorded tax information or use automated services to obtain
information on the status of refund processing, as well as account
information, such as balances due. IRS provides live assistance over
the phone and has automated lines in English and Spanish, and
provides over-the-phone interpretation in more than 350 languages
on two of its lines through a contract service. From ﬁscal years 2014
through 2018, IRS received an average of about 98 million calls from
taxpayers each year, according to IRS data.
Correspondence. Taxpayers may also use paper correspondence
to communicate with IRS, which includes responding to IRS requests
for new or additional information or to dispute a notice. IRS CSRs are
15In October 2019, we issued a legal opinion ﬁnding that certain IRS activities during

the 5-week lapse in appropriations violated the Antideﬁciency Act. The Antideﬁciency
Act, codiﬁed at 31 U.S.C. § 1341, prohibits federal agencies from entering into
obligations or expending federal funds in advance or in excess of an appropriation,
and from accepting voluntary services, unless speciﬁcally authorized by law. We
found that IRS lacked available budget authority to support activities to process tax
remittances (payments submitted by individuals) and issue tax refunds, and that no
exception to the Antideﬁciency Act permitted IRS to incur these obligations. See GAO,
U.S. Department of the Treasury—Tax Return Activities during the Fiscal Year 2019 Lapse in
Appropriations, B#331093 (Washington, D.C.: Oct. 22, 2019).
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responsible for responding to taxpayer inquiries on a variety of tax
law procedural questions and can handle account adjustments, such
as amended returns and duplicate ﬁlings. IRS’s policy is to respond
to paper correspondence within 45 days of receipt; otherwise,
such correspondence is late, which IRS calls “overage.” At the end
of ﬁscal year 2018, about 34.1 percent of the approximately 1.2
million pieces of correspondence remaining was overage, down from
approximately 48.5 percent of approximately 2.2 million remaining
pieces of correspondence at the end of ﬁscal year 2014.16 Minimizing
overage correspondence is important because, according to IRS,
delayed responses may prompt taxpayers to write again, call, or
visit IRS Taxpayer Assistance Centers (TAC), each of which lead to
additional costs. Additionally, IRS may be required to pay interest on
refunds owed to taxpayers who ﬁle amended returns, so delayed
processing can result in higher interest paid.
Online services. IRS’s website provides taxpayers with basic
interactive tools to check their refund status or balance due, make
payments, and apply for plans to pay taxes due in scheduled
payments (installment agreements). Taxpayers can use the website
to print forms, publications, and instructions and can use IRS’s
interactive tools to get answers to tax law questions. IRS provides
some of its content online via web pages translated into Chinese
(Traditional and Simpliﬁed), Haitian Creole, Korean, Russian, Spanish,
and Vietnamese. IRS data show that it received more than 600 million
website visits in ﬁscal year 2018.
In 2011, IRS launched IRS2Go, a smartphone application that gives
taxpayers mobile access to certain online services, such as to make
payments or check the status of their refund. In 2013, IRS made the
service available in Spanish.
In-person services. Taxpayers can receive face-to-face assistance
at one of 358 IRS TACs or at thousands of sites staﬀed by volunteers
during the ﬁling season. At TACs, IRS representatives provide services
including answering basic tax law questions, reviewing and adjusting
taxpayer accounts, taking payments, authenticating Individual
Taxpayer Identiﬁcation Number (ITIN) applicants, and assisting

16Overage rates are based upon inventory during the last week of the ﬁscal year.

These rates may ﬂuctuate each week depending on receipt volume and staﬀ
availability to respond, but are relatively consistent throughout the year. For ﬁscal
year 2018, IRS received nearly 17.2 million pieces of correspondence compared to
20.5 million for ﬁscal year 2014.
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identity theft victims.17 Based on IRS data, nearly 3 million taxpayers
visited an IRS TAC in ﬁscal year 2018. At sites staﬀed by volunteers,
taxpayers can receive free return preparation assistance as well as
ﬁnancial literacy information. In ﬁscal year 2018, nearly 3.6 million
taxpayers had their returns prepared at volunteer sites, according to
IRS data.

Tax Return
Processing and
Fraud Detection

Every year since 2014, IRS has processed about 240 million paper
and electronically-ﬁled individual and business tax returns and
more than $370 billion in refunds.18 When IRS processes returns, it
checks for errors and corrects those that it can, i.e., using math error
authority.19 If needed, IRS corresponds by mail with the taxpayer
to request additional information, such as a missing form or other
documentation. This process can aﬀect how long it takes IRS to issue
refunds.
Systemic veriﬁcation is one element of IRS’s Return Review Program,
its primary system to detect fraud and noncompliance. The Return
Review Program is a platform that runs individual tax returns through
a set of rules and models to detect potential taxpayer fraud and other
noncompliance. During systemic veriﬁcation, IRS checks information
that taxpayers report on their returns against Form W-2, Wage and Tax
Statement (W-2) data to verify wage and withholding information and
identify discrepancies.
We previously reported that the wage information that employers
report on the W-2s had not been available to IRS until after it issued
most refunds.20 To address issues such as refund fraud and improper
Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) payments, Congress enacted the
17ITINs are processing numbers assigned by IRS to taxpayers who do not have, and

are ineligible to obtain, a Social Security number, and are used to process and account
for their returns and payments.
18Most individual taxpayers ﬁle their tax returns between mid-January and April 15,

which is the deadline for ﬁling individual income tax returns. However, millions of
taxpayers receive extensions from IRS, which allows them to delay ﬁling (but not
payment) until as late as October 15.
1926 U.S.C. §§ 6213(b), (g).

20GAO, High-Risk Series: Progress on Many High-Risk Areas, While Substantial Eﬀorts

Needed on Others, GAO-17-317 (Washington, D.C.: Feb. 15, 2017), and Identity Theft:
Additional Actions Could Help IRS Combat the Large, Evolving Threat of Refund Fraud,
GAO-14-633 (Washington, D.C.: Aug. 20, 2014).
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Protecting Americans from Tax Hikes Act of 2015, which included
provisions that took eﬀect in 2017.21 The act required employers to
submit W-2s to the Social Security Administration (SSA) by January 31,
which is about 1 to 2 months earlier than in prior years.22 SSA then
provides W-2 data to IRS for verifying employee wage and withholding
data on tax returns. The act also required IRS to hold refunds for all
taxpayers claiming the EITC or Additional Child Tax Credit (ACTC) until
February 15.23 As we reported in 2017, now that IRS has earlier access
to W-2 information, IRS is using it to conduct additional veriﬁcation
checks before issuing billions of dollars in potentially fraudulent
refunds.24

21Pub. L. No. 114-113, div. Q, § 304.

22Pub. L. No. 114-113, div. Q, § 201, (codiﬁed at 26 U.S.C. §§ 6071 and 6402). Prior to

enactment of the amending provisions of the act, paper W-2s were due on or before
the last day of February and electronically-ﬁled W-2s were due March 31.
23Pub. L. No. 114-113, div. Q, § 201(b) (codiﬁed at 26 U.S.C. § 6402(m)).

24GAO, 2017 Filing Season: New Wage Veriﬁcation Process Holds Promise but IRS Faced

Implementation Challenges, GAO-17-525T (Washington, D.C.: Apr. 26, 2017).
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Major Findings
IRS Collaborated with Treasury and OMB to Implement Tax Law
Changes in Advance of the 2019 Filing Season and Educated
Taxpayers
As we have previously reported, to address the changes included
in the TCJA prior to launching the ﬁling season in January 2019, IRS
oﬃcials said the agency had to begin implementing the following
tasks concurrently:
• interpret the law and publish guidance;
• create or revise hundreds of tax products (e.g., forms,
publications, and instructions);
• reprogram IRS systems to accept the new and revised forms and
the information reported on them; and
• educate taxpayers.25
To help ensure necessary tasks would be completed in time
for the ﬁling season, in January 2018, IRS established the Tax
Reform Implementation Oﬃce, a central oﬃce that coordinated
implementation eﬀorts before disbanding in March 2019 as
intended. Each of the 119 provisions in TCJA that fall under the
IRS’s responsibility was assigned to one of IRS’s four business
divisions—Wage and Investment, Large Business and International,
Small Business/Self-Employed, and Tax-Exempt and Government
Entities—each of which have been and will continue to be responsible
for planning and executing the assigned provisions.26
Beginning in 2018 and continuing into 2019, these business divisions
worked with functional units within the agency—including Media and
Publications, the Oﬃce of Chief Counsel, Information Technology,
and Communications and Liaison—as well as with Treasury and the
Oﬃce of Information and Regulatory Aﬀairs (OIRA) within OMB to

25GAO-18-471.

26For purposes of implementation, IRS counted each section of TCJA as a single

provision.
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accomplish essential tasks before taxpayers began ﬁling their 2018
tax returns on January 28, 2019.

IRS Collaborated
with Treasury and
OMB to Develop
and Issue Guidance
Prior to the Filing
Season

IRS uses a variety of guidance documents to communicate its
interpretation of tax laws to the public, including regulations,
revenue rulings, revenue procedures, notices, and announcements.
Regulations provide Treasury’s and IRS’s oﬃcial interpretation of
tax law and are authoritative and legally binding on taxpayers and
IRS since they have the eﬀect of law. Revenue rulings, revenue
procedures, notices, and announcements do not have the same
force and eﬀect as regulations, but can still be relied on by taxpayers
because IRS is also bound by these materials that are published in the
Internal Revenue Manual (IRM).
To make progress implementing the provisions of TCJA in advance
of the 2019 ﬁling season, IRS, Treasury, and OIRA, part of OMB,
coordinated to interpret the law and to prioritize, develop, approve,
and issue regulations and other forms of guidance. We found
these entities engaged in a number of best practices we have
previously identiﬁed to enhance and sustain collaborative eﬀorts.27
For example, by forming the Tax Reform Implementation Oﬃce to
oversee coordination, IRS helped ensure that its internal units and
Treasury agreed on roles and responsibilities as implementation
activities progressed. Frequent working group meetings and weekly
information sharing sessions also helped ensure involved units in
IRS and Treasury were aware of and in agreement concerning the
responsibilities and progress of various priorities, according to oﬃcials
from IRS and Treasury. In addition, IRS developed mechanisms
to monitor, evaluate, and report on results by creating a project
management plan and holding or facilitating regular meetings
between units working on interrelated elements of implementation.
The normal process IRS follows to coordinate guidance development
is documented in the IRM and involves working with internal and
external stakeholders, including Treasury’s Oﬃce of Tax Policy and
the public. Given the scale and timeline of TCJA implementation
eﬀorts, oﬃcials from IRS Oﬃce of Chief Counsel said they modiﬁed
this standard process to be able to implement the law as quickly
as possible. Oﬃcials from the Oﬃce of Chief Counsel told us they
coordinated more with IRS operating divisions and Treasury than is
typical when developing guidance. For high-priority provisions, IRS’s
27GAO-06-15.
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Oﬃce of Chief Counsel met weekly with at least one representative
from each aﬀected division to discuss progress in guidance
development and remaining issues the Oﬃce of Chief Counsel would
need to address.
Treasury oﬃcials said that IRS and Treasury worked together more
formally than usual when developing TCJA Guidance, establishing
formal working groups with more participants than in past guidance
development eﬀorts. The oﬃcials said Treasury’s Oﬃce of Tax
Policy and IRS held a series of initial meetings to agree on the
guidance needed and the priorities for developing that guidance. They
established bi-weekly working groups consisting of staﬀ from the
IRS’s Oﬃce of Chief Counsel, IRS’s Tax Reform Implementation Oﬃce,
and Treasury, with each group focusing on speciﬁc TCJA provisions.
Treasury reviews and approves IRS guidance documents before their
release, and continued to do so for TCJA.
In addition to review by Treasury, many regulations and other
guidance items associated with TCJA were, and continue to be,
subject to review by OIRA. While OIRA review has been standard for
regulations produced by other federal agencies, tax regulations have
largely been exempt from OIRA review as the result of a previous
Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between Treasury and OIRA
signed in 1983. In April 2018, Treasury and OIRA signed a new MOA
that—along with Executive Order 12866—outlines the processes
and requirements for OIRA review and analysis of tax regulatory
actions if OIRA determines the regulatory action meets certain
criteria explained in the MOA.28 By signing the MOA, Treasury and
OIRA demonstrated another previously identiﬁed leading practice
for interagency collaboration by establishing compatible policies,
procedures, and other means to operate across agency boundaries
for review of tax regulations.29
After TCJA passed, IRS’s Oﬃce of Chief Counsel reviewed the law
and initially determined that IRS would need to develop more than
160 pieces of guidance to implement the law. This initial estimate
increased as implementation proceeded, based on stakeholder
and taxpayer input. As of September 2019, IRS’s Oﬃce of Chief
Counsel was tracking the status of 230 TCJA related guidance items.
28Exec. Order No. 12866, Regulatory Planning and Review, 58 Fed. Reg. 51735 (Oct. 4,

1993) and GAO, Regulatory Guidance Processes: Treasury and OMB Need to Reevaluate
Long-standing Exemptions of Tax Regulations and Guidance, GAO-16-720 (Washington,
DC: Sept. 6, 2016).
29GAO-06-15.
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By the start of the ﬁling season, IRS had released 85 guidance items,
including:
• 43 Notices
• 21 Revenue Procedures
• Two Revenue Rulings
• 17 Notices of Proposed Rulemaking
• Two Treasury Decisions, or ﬁnal rules
IRS continued to release guidance throughout the ﬁling season,
including additional Treasury Decisions.30 OIRA has primarily reviewed
proposed and ﬁnal rules related to TCJA, but also reviewed one notice.
While IRS met its goal of launching the ﬁling season at the same time
as it did last year, the agency will need to release more guidance to
fully implement the law. For example, IRS has yet to develop some
guidance related to a number of provisions largely aﬀecting business
ﬁlers and has set many target release dates in 2020 and has some
target dates in 2021 and 2022. As of September, 103 guidance items
were still in progress. We are conducting a separate review of IRS
eﬀorts to implement business provisions beyond the launch and
completion of the 2019 ﬁling season.31 In September 2019, IRS told
us it had no data indicating preparation of returns was hindered by
outstanding guidance items.
The rulemaking process can be time consuming. We have previously
conducted case studies of the rulemaking process that indicated the
average time required to complete a rulemaking is approximately 4
years, ranging from approximately 1 year to almost 14 years.32 Tax
professionals we interviewed generally spoke favorably about IRS’s
pace in developing TCJA guidance and the quality of the guidance
30One of these Treasury Decisions, T.D. 9855, concerning certain excise taxes, was

released on April 9, 2019, the week before the ﬁling season ended on April 15, 2019.
See T.D.9855, Regulations to Prescribe Return and Time for Filing for Payment of Section
4960, 4966, 4967, and 4968 Taxes and to Update the Abatement Rules for Section 4966
and 4967 Taxes, IRB 2019-17, Apr. 22, 2019.
31We are conducting this work and expect to issue a report in winter 2020.

32Federal Rulemaking: Improvements Needed to Monitoring and Evaluation of Rules

Development as Well as to the Transparency of OMB Regulatory Reviews, GAO-09-205
(Washington, D.C.: Apr. 20, 2009).
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developed. For example, in February 2019, a tax professional told us
he thought IRS had wisely pursued a strategy of releasing other oﬃcial
guidance materials—such as revenue rulings, revenue procedures,
notices, and announcements—that provided some early insight into
its interpretations of TCJA while continuing to develop regulations.
However, several of the tax professionals we spoke to indicated that
more guidance would be needed to provide taxpayers clarity. As
noted above, IRS is continuing to develop guidance.
In addition to coordinating its development of regulations with
Treasury, IRS internally tracked and monitored risk throughout
the ﬁrst year of TCJA implementation using a variety of methods.
Oﬃcials from the Tax Reform and Implementation Oﬃce—the
group IRS established to coordinate implementation across the
agency—said that tracking risks and developing and implementing
risk mitigation activities ensured that the agency avoided the potential
risks identiﬁed, and successfully launched the 2019 ﬁling season
within the same time frame as it has in recent years.

IRS Revised
the Majority of
Relevant Tax
Products in Time
for Use during the
2019 Filing Season

Forms, instructions, and publications—materials IRS classiﬁes as tax
products—can be used by taxpayers in preparing their returns and
are a tool IRS uses to help taxpayers understand tax laws, improve
voluntary compliance, and control IRS’s administrative costs. To reﬂect
changes made by TCJA, IRS revised 479 existing tax products releasing
394 of them before the start of the 2019 ﬁling season, and 461 of
the 479 by the end of February 2019. On April 3, 2019, IRS released
the last revised product, the Spanish version of Publication 17, which
explains the general rules for ﬁling a federal income tax return. In
addition to revising existing products, IRS developed 33 new tax
products and retired 12 to implement TCJA. IRS oﬃcials told us that
while IRS has to make changes to its tax products every year, many
of the changes needed to implement TCJA were more extensive than
usual and aﬀected some of the forms with which taxpayers are the
most familiar.
While IRS made critical information taxpayers needed to meet their
tax obligation available, the agency is planning to release additional
forms related to TCJA. For example, IRS included worksheets to help
taxpayers compute their proper qualiﬁed business income deduction
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in the instructions for the Form 1040 and Publication 535 in 2019.33 In
2020, IRS intends to replace these with new forms developed for this
purpose.34
For 2019, IRS did not revise the Form W-4—which taxpayers complete
so their employers know how much they should withhold from their
employees’ paychecks—to reﬂect the suspension of deductions for
personal exemptions through 2025 as a result of TCJA.35 Treasury
oﬃcials told us IRS and Treasury decided to defer fundamental
changes to the Form W-4 until 2020 to allow more stakeholder
input on proposed changes. IRS released revised withholding tables
reﬂecting the increase in the standard deduction, suspension of
personal exemptions, and changes in tax rates in January 2018. To
guide taxpayers on these changes, IRS used the “Paycheck Checkup”
campaign to urge taxpayers to check that the proper amount of
money to meet their tax obligations would be withheld from their
paychecks. IRS also developed a web-based calculator taxpayers could
use to make this determination. In December 2019, IRS issued a new
Form W-4 reﬂecting the changes in the personal exemption for use in
2020.

IRS Implemented
Critical Information
Technology
Systems for
Processing Tax
Returns Prior to the
2019 Filing Season

The redesign of the Form 1040 and other changes to forms
necessitated by TCJA required IRS to make extensive changes to its
computer systems so it could accept and properly process returns
during the 2019 ﬁling season, according to IRS. IRS Information
Technology (IT) oﬃcials told us IT identiﬁed approximately 17,000
system change requirements in 174 submitted work requests related
to TCJA and the new Form 1040. They also said that IT completed and
conducted testing on all of these work requests by the start of ﬁling
season on January 28, 2019.

33Pub. L. No. 115-97, § 11011 (codiﬁed at 26 U.S.C. § 199A). TCJA created the qualiﬁed

business income deduction, which provides some owners of sole proprietorships,
partnerships, S corporations, and some trusts and estates a deduction of income
from a qualiﬁed trade or business, subject to limitations.

34IRS reported it will introduce Forms 8995 and 8995-A for the 2020 ﬁling season. See

https://www.irs.gov/newsroom/tax-cuts-and-jobs-act-provision-11011-section-199aqualiﬁed-business-income-deduction-faqs, last accessed on October 24, 2019.
35Pub. L. No. 115-97, § 11041. Personal exemptions are, generally, the amount of

money taxpayers can deduct for themselves, their spouses, and their dependents on
their tax returns.
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IRS IT implemented some temporary solutions to complete the
work necessary to launch the ﬁling season at the end of January.
For example, IRS oﬃcials told us that following the redesign of the
Form 1040, IT implemented a solution that would accept information
reported on the new 1040 and its schedules in the format of the
previous 1040. They explained that this solution did not impact IRS’s
ability to receive and process returns, but was not their preferred
long-term solution. As of August 2019, IRS IT reported it was on track
to implement a long-term solution based on the format of the new
Form 1040.
IRS IT continues to implement changes for TCJA. For example, IRS
IT initially estimated in 2018 that 140 return processing systems
would need to be reprogrammed to implement TCJA. In April 2019,
IRS oﬃcials stated that 54 IRS systems critical to return intake
and processing had been updated by the start of the 2019 ﬁling
season. The oﬃcials said remaining systems are involved in other
tax activities, such as compliance monitoring, and will require
reprogramming in 2019. These computer systems that the agency
uses to monitor and enforce compliance with the tax code will be IT’s
primary focus in 2020, according to IRS oﬃcials. We are conducting
a separate review of IRS eﬀorts to implement business provisions of
TCJA beyond the 2019 ﬁling season, including the status of remaining
IT work, and plan to report in winter 2020.

IRS Educated the
Public about Tax
Law Changes
through a Variety
of Media and
Partnerships

IRS met key milestone dates to communicate tax law changes to the
public, using a variety of media to disseminate those communications,
including digital media, various outreach campaigns, and partnerships
with stakeholders.
We previously reported that IRS employed a multi-faceted
communications plan to educate taxpayers on the changes to
withholdings brought about by the TCJA.36 To conduct outreach
to taxpayers about the other TCJA-related changes, IRS developed
a communications plan that guided key messaging, content, and
downstream education activities. The plan divided communications
eﬀorts by key audiences, to whom relevant topics and provisionspeciﬁc materials were directed and disseminated.
36See GAO, Federal Tax Withholding: Treasury and IRS Should Document the Roles and

Responsibilities for Updating Annual Withholding Tables, GAO-18-548 (Washington, D.C.:
July 31, 2018).
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IRS’s strategies included (1) enlisting the help of the tax professional
community, employer groups, and membership associations; (2)
tailoring the message to diﬀerent types of taxpayers (including
individuals and families, diﬀerent sized businesses, and tax exempt
organizations); and (3) tying TCJA-related material to other campaigns
and communications, such as the Paycheck Checkup Campaign.
IRS focused on educating the public about tax law changes by
leveraging its relationships with private partners and stakeholder
organizations. For example, IRS partnered with large membership
associations—such as the American Association of Retired Persons
and the American Payroll Association—to disseminate information to
their members on IRS’s behalf through various media, such as their
social media networks. IRS also aligned and updated web pages and
content to reﬂect tax law changes on its pre-existing web pages. For
example, to provide information to taxpayers about reassessing their
withholdings, IRS updated and created pages on its website with the
new withholding tables, withholding calculator, and frequently asked
questions.
Oﬃcials in IRS’s Communication and Liaison Oﬃce reported that
they ultimately measure the success of the agency’s communications
against the overall success of the ﬁling season. During the ﬁling
season, IRS measures its communication eﬀorts’ success by
monitoring online social media discussion topics; agency telephone
call volume and inquiries; IRS and stakeholder events held and
attendance; and potential reach of messaging.

IRS Largely Overcame Signiﬁcant Challenges That Aected
Customer Service and Return Processing during the 2019 Filing
Season
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IRS faced two signiﬁcant challenges in managing the 2019 ﬁling
season: (1) delivering division level training to its employees on major
tax law changes from the TCJA, and (2) a lapse in appropriations that
left IRS unfunded during 5 weeks leading up to the opening of the
2019 ﬁling season. As discussed above, IRS took steps during 2018
to implement the changes under TCJA and prepare for the 2019
ﬁling season. Much work had been completed prior to the lapse in
appropriations beginning in December 2018 and IRS was able to
continue some implementation eﬀorts for TCJA during the lapse in
appropriations because the agency received a separate appropriation
for TCJA implementation that allowed related work to continue.37
For example, IRS continued developing guidance and forms and
modifying and testing IT systems during the 5-week lapse. However,
according to IRS oﬃcials, training IRS employees on the extensive
changes made to existing policies and procedures in the short time
frame between when the law passed and the start of the ﬁling season
was a signiﬁcant challenge. This included the Accounts Management
(AM) employees who are responsible for answering taxpayer calls and
responding to correspondence.
IRS oﬃcials told us they expected a decline in the accuracy of
responses provided by CSRs as a result of the changes made by TCJA,
and lowered their accuracy goals for both calls related to taxpayer
accounts and tax law. As of April 2019, calls on general topics related
to taxpayer accounts had a 93.85 percent accuracy rate, down from
approximately 96 percent on the same date in all of the last 5 years,
but nearly meeting the revised goal of 94 percent. Also in April, the
accuracy rate for calls concerning tax law dropped from approximately
95 percent in 2018 to 90.98 percent in 2019, missing the lowered goal
of 92 percent. This decline in the accuracy of CSRs’ responses during
the ﬁling season was statistically signiﬁcant for both accounts and tax
law related calls.38
IRS had planned to train many of these employees on critical ﬁling
season readiness and the new tax law during that time. IRS oﬃcials
explained AM had to cease all training activities during the lapse
in appropriations, which resulted in a 5-week delay in training for
many CSRs. Because of this delay, IRS oﬃcials told us that they could
37Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2018, Pub. L. No. 115-141, div. E., tit. I, § 113

(Mar. 23, 2018). The law provided IRS with additional appropriations, available until
September 30, 2019, to implement TCJA.

38The declines in accuracy for both general account and tax law calls were statistically

signiﬁcant at the 95 percent conﬁdence level.
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not make 2,522 untrained new hires and 453 more experienced
CSRs—serving as training instructors—available to answer the phones
during the week of President’s Day, the busiest week of the ﬁling
season. In addition, 200 existing employees were unable to complete
trainings on new skills prior to that peak week. Finally, IRS oﬃcials
told us 4,300 employees had not completed their annual Critical
Filing Season Refresher Training before the shutdown. To move
these employees onto the phones as soon as possible, IRS oﬃcials
explained that the agency trained them only on the most critical
topics—including TCJA and the new Form 1040—delaying training on
other topics until after the ﬁling season.
In contrast with AM, IRS determined that some of the Submissions
Processing (SP) employees who process tax returns were excepted
from the furlough due to the nature of their work and that they could
be trained during that time.39 While some training proceeded during
the lapse in appropriations, training for these employees was delayed
overall. Oﬃcials estimated that, in general, training in SP was delayed
by approximately 2 weeks. In addition to these delays in training,
SP did not make as much progress toward its hiring targets this
year as it did in prior years. SP oﬃcials said they aimed to hire 8,401
employees by May 23, 2019, but only hired 4,064 employees by that
date, representing 48 percent of the goal. At the same time last year,
SP had hired 65 percent of its goal, which was similar to the prior year
at 63 percent. SP has acknowledged that hiring is a challenge for the
unit, and attributes this to an improved economy, lack of competitive
pay, and decreased unemployment rates. SP oﬃcials told us that the
lapse in appropriations also aﬀected staﬃng levels this year because
the furlough began just as they were onboarding new hires. They
indicated that many of these people pursued other options before SP
was able to resume operations.

39In October 2019, we issued a legal opinion ﬁnding that certain IRS activities during

the 5-week lapse in appropriations violated the Antideﬁciency Act. The Antideﬁciency
Act, codiﬁed at 31 U.S.C. § 1341, prohibits federal agencies from entering into
obligations or expending federal funds in advance or in excess of an appropriation,
and from accepting voluntary services, unless speciﬁcally authorized by law. We
found that IRS lacked available budget authority to support activities to process tax
remittances (payments submitted by individuals) and issue tax refunds, and that no
exception to the Antideﬁciency Act permitted IRS to incur these obligations. See GAO,
U.S. Department of the Treasury—Tax Return Activities during the Fiscal Year 2019 Lapse in
Appropriations, B#331093 (Washington, D.C.: Oct. 22, 2019).
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IRS’s telephone, correspondence, and in-person services generally
declined during the 2019 ﬁling season compared to prior years.
However, taxpayers continue to visit IRS.gov more than in prior years.

Telephone
According to IRS oﬃcials, as a result of the challenges discussed
above, IRS revised its ﬁling season level of service (LOS) goals—the
percentage of callers seeking and receiving live assistance—from
80 percent to 65 percent during the ﬁling season and from 75
percent to 63 percent for the entire ﬁscal year. IRS’s initial telephone
performance was poor due to the lapse in appropriations and training
delays noted above. For example, as of February 2, 2019, average
LOS was 44.6 percent compared to 76.5 percent in 2018, and average
wait time was 21 minutes compared to 8 minutes in 2018. However,
IRS achieved an average LOS of 66.9 percent during the ﬁling season,
a decline from 80 percent in 2018. The average wait time for calls
rose from approximately 5 to 9 minutes compared to the 2018 ﬁling
season (see ﬁgure 2).
Figure 2: IRS Telephone Level of Service and Wait Times during the 2019 Filing
Season

Notes: Telephone level of service (LOS) and average wait time data for the ﬁling season
are cumulative from January 1 of each year to April 19, 2014; April 25, 2015; April 23, 2016;
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April 22, 2017; April 21, 2018; and April 20, 2019, respectively. According to IRS oﬃcials,
LOS and wait time can be aﬀected by multiple factors including the number of customer
service representatives available to answer telephone calls and total calls received, both
of which vary each year. Since ﬁscal year 2017, IRS’s performance measures for taxpayer
service no longer included calls for balance due or installment agreement inquiries and
IRS is unable to provide equivalent statistics for 2017, 2018, and 2019 to allow comparison
with prior years. However, our analysis of the potential eﬀect of including balance due and
installment agreement inquiries in 2017 and 2018 found that while the amount of change
from levels in prior years would have been reduced, the overall pattern of increasing level
of service and decreasing wait times present in the ﬁgure above would remain. However,
in 2019, IRS’s enterprise-wide LOS declined and wait times increased relative to 2018. Our
analysis of the potential eﬀect of including balance due and level of service inquiries in
IRS’s 2019 LOS and wait time measures found that the decline in the overall level of service
and increase in wait times would be further pronounced if these calls were included.

Call volume in 2019 was similar to that in 2018. Calls answered by
CSRs declined by more than 2 million, or about a 22.1 percent decline
from 2018 (see ﬁgure 3). Further, there were nearly 2 million more
calls in 2019 that were abandoned, received busy signals, or were
disconnected, a 13.6 percent increase from the prior year.
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Figure 3: Total Taxpayer Service Call Volume, 2014 through 2019 Filing Seasons

Notes: Telephone call data for the ﬁling season are cumulative from January 1 of each
year to April 19, 2014; April 25, 2015; April 23, 2016; April 22, 2017; April 21, 2018; and
April 20, 2019, respectively. Numbers may not sum to totals due to rounding. For 2019,
data between January 1 and 21 do not include busies, disconnects, or calls answered
by customer service representatives (CSR) because IRS was not answering calls during
this time due to the lapse in appropriations. Eﬀective ﬁscal year 2017, IRS routes all calls
for balance due or installment agreement inquiries to its compliance division instead
of to CSRs. For the 2017 ﬁling season, a total of 2.7 million calls were answered by IRS’s
compliance division, disconnected, or abandoned. For the 2018 and 2019 ﬁling season, this
accounted for totals of 1.9 million and 2.2 million respectively.
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Correspondence
As we have reported in prior years, IRS has struggled to balance
competing demands for maintaining quality telephone level of service
with timely responses to written correspondence because many
IRS CSRs balance the dual responsibilities of answering taxpayer
phone calls and addressing taxpayer correspondence.40 According
to IRS oﬃcials, during the ﬁling season, CSRs are typically answering
the phones due to the higher phone demand at that time of year.
Correspondence is processed during night or weekend hours by CSRs
assigned to those shifts or CSRs working overtime during those hours,
or during other periods as phone demand allows.
Correspondence inventory related to business ﬁlers reached a “critical
level” during the 2019 ﬁling season—the point at which, according
to IRS, wait times for responses from IRS become long enough that
taxpayers begin calling or writing again to check on the status of
earlier correspondence, which oﬃcials note compounds demand
for IRS assistance. IRS assigns a critical level for both individual and
business-related correspondence, which can diﬀer. IRS oﬃcials told
us that CSRs who are responsible for responding to correspondence
and telephone calls were unable to respond to approximately 350,000
pieces of correspondence during the lapse in appropriations that
furloughed them. They said that the inventory of correspondence
from individual taxpayers was at a manageable level before the
furlough, but the inventory of correspondence from business ﬁlers
was already close to its critical level.
Throughout the 2019 ﬁling season, the inventory of correspondence
related to individual taxpayers remained below its critical level of
900,000; however, for business ﬁlers, the correspondence inventory
exceeded its critical level of 600,000 beginning mid-March. IRS oﬃcials
told us that this business inventory had remained above the critical
level, and as of April 26 had exceeded it by 99,000. The oﬃcials said
that when furloughed employees returned to work, staﬃng the phone
lines for business ﬁlers was a priority. As a result, they said that IRS
did not respond in a timely manner to correspondence it planned to
address at the beginning of the ﬁling season.
In addition, the percent of correspondence considered to be
overage—cases generally not processed within 45 days of receipt
40GAO-18-471 and GAO, 2016 Filing Season: IRS Improved Telephone Service but Needs to

Better Assist Identity Theft Victims and Prevent Release of Fraudulent Refunds, GAO-17-186
(Washington, D.C.: Jan. 31, 2017).
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by IRS—increased by 7.5 percentage points as of April 20, 2019
compared to the same time in 2018 (see ﬁgure 4). Most notably, for
the same time period, overage of “carryback” claims—refund claims
for overpayments of income tax due to, among other things, net
operating losses from prior tax years—increased 481 percent over the
prior year. IRS must process carryback claims within 45 days or it owes
the taxpayer interest on the payment.
Figure 4: IRS Correspondence Overage Rates (Late Responses), Fiscal Years
2014-2019 through Mid-April

Note: Correspondence that IRS identiﬁes as “overage” ranges from 30 to 180 days
depending on the type of work it represents. Data cover ﬁscal year through April 19, 2014;
April 25, 2015; April 23, 2016; April 22, 2017; April 21, 2018; and April 20, 2019, respectively,
and reﬂect all correspondence cases received from taxpayers and scanned into IRS’s
Correspondence Imaging System.

To address these issues, in April, IRS oﬃcials told us they hoped that
the lower telephone LOS levels IRS is targeting for the rest of the
year will free up CSRs to focus on responding to correspondence.
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They explained the agency is also applying overtime hours to
working correspondence and planning to devote a number of days
exclusively to correspondence processing. Further, IRS revised its
correspondence goals from an ending inventory of 1.1 million pieces
of correspondence waiting to be addressed at the end of the ﬁscal
year to 1.5 million.
To improve the management of taxpayer services, in 2015 we
recommended that the Secretary of the Treasury update the
department’s performance plan to include overage rates for handling
taxpayer correspondence as a part of its performance goals.41
Treasury neither agreed nor disagreed with the recommendation and,
as of September 2019, it had not included correspondence overage
rates as a performance goal in its performance plan. We continue to
believe that this recommendation is valid.

Online
Website usage increased during the 2019 ﬁling season compared to
the prior year. For example, between January 1 and April 20, 2019:
• IRS.gov received more than 2 billion page views, an increase of 6.5
percent compared to the same period in 2018; and
• IRS.gov received more than 421 million visits, an increase of 9.3
percent compared to the same period in 2018.42
To assist taxpayers in understanding their tax obligations under TCJA,
IRS added a web page dedicated to the TCJA-related tax law changes
that aﬀected most taxpayers. This web page had nearly 1.4 million
page views in ﬁscal year 2019 through July 20, 2019.

41GAO, 2015 Tax Filing Season: Deteriorating Taxpayer Service Underscores Need for a

Comprehensive Strategy and Process Eﬃciencies, GAO-16-151 (Washington, D.C.: Dec. 16,
2015).
42A visit is a series of actions that begins when a visitor views the ﬁrst page from

the server and ends when the visitor leaves the site. Visitors are not unique. Page
views are the total number of web pages viewed on IRS.gov.
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In-Person
Visits to IRS’s Taxpayer Assistance Centers (TAC) have continued to
decline since IRS began requiring appointments for in-person visits
in 2016. During the 2019 ﬁling season, between January 1, 2019 and
April 19, 2019, 799,000 taxpayers visited TACs.43 This represents a
23.8 percent decline compared to the 2018 ﬁling season. IRS oﬃcials
explained that this decline is because about half of the time, CSRs are
able to resolve taxpayers’ questions on the phone without needing to
schedule an appointment. While IRS has required taxpayers seeking
in-person assistance to make appointments before visiting a TAC since
2016, IRS allows some exceptions if staﬀ are available. During the
2019 ﬁling season, through April 19, the number of appointments
decreased by about 13.5 percent (about 619,000 in 2018 compared to
about 536,000 in 2019). However, during that same time period, walkins increased by 44.9 percent, from about 60,000 in 2018 to about
87,000 in 2019.

IRS Does Not
Inform Taxpayers
That Some
Questions Cannot
Be Answered by
CSRs

In 2014, IRS limited the range of topics about which its CSRs would
answer questions because the agency did not have suﬃcient
resources to train the necessary number of tax law CSRs on the
highly detailed and complex changes made by the Patient Protection
and Aﬀordable Care Act.44 IRS has continued this practice in
subsequent years. The topics CSRs are instructed not to address are
considered “out of scope,” while topics they can discuss with callers
are considered “in scope.” Topics that are highly complex are often
determined to be out of scope. IRS oﬃcials also told us that the same
determination is often made for topics that cannot be explained
by referring to a speciﬁc procedure or resource. When callers have
questions about these topics, CSRs refer the caller to the IRS website
or to a tax professional. IRS oﬃcials said the agency used the outof-scope list it developed in 2015, and has maintained since then,
to determine whether CSRs would answer questions about various
provisions of TCJA.

43Due to the lapse in appropriations, in 2019, IRS TACs did not reopen until January

30, about 2 days after the ﬁling season began. In 2018, TACs were open between
January 1 and April 20.

44Pub. L. No. 111-148, 124 Stat. 119 (Mar. 23, 2010) as amended by the Health Care

and Education Reconciliation Act of 2010 (Pub. L. No. 111-152).
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In 2019, topics related to 34 out of 119 sections of TCJA were
considered to be in scope for IRS AM CSRs, leaving 85 provisions out
of scope. For the IRS ﬁeld assistance staﬀ at IRS TACs, 88 of the 119
provisions are out of scope. Some complex aspects of TCJA, including
qualiﬁed business income deductions, were considered out of scope
for both CSRs on the phone and ﬁeld assistance staﬀ at TACs. In
recent years, many topics related to tax law have been out of scope
for IRS CSRs outside of ﬁling season; however IRS oﬃcials told us the
agency made exceptions for topics related to the Patient Protection
and Aﬀordable Care Act in 2014 and for some topics related to TCJA in
2018.
Before the start of the 2019 ﬁling season, we listened to 10 recorded
calls from taxpayers, some of them concerning out-of-scope topics. As
instructed, the CSRs told these callers to consult the website. We also
discussed out-of-scope calls with CSRs during a series of discussion
groups conducted between October 2018 and April 2019. Fifty-four of
the CSRs we spoke to described receiving out-of-scope calls. Twentyﬁve of them expressed dissatisfaction that they were unable to assist
these callers or said the callers were often frustrated at waiting on
hold for long periods of time before being told the CSR could not
answer their questions.
IRS oﬃcials agreed that the agency does not feature a list of topics
considered in or out of scope on its website, its automated telephone
message system, or on any of its printed materials. As a result, callers
do not know whether CSRs will be able to answer their questions until
they speak with one. Executive orders, presidential memorandums,
and OMB guidance call for agencies to take steps to strengthen
customer service and describe a number of actions agencies can take
to improve their customer service,45 including informing customers
what they have a right to expect when they request services.46
45Exec. Order No. 12862, Setting Customer Service Standards (Sept. 11, 1993), 58 Fed.

Reg. 48257 (Sept. 14, 1993); Exec. Order No. 13571, Streamlining Service Delivery
and Improving Customer Service (Apr. 27, 2011), 76 Fed. Reg. 24339 (May 2, 2011);
Memorandum on Customer Service, 31 Weekly Comp. Pres. Doc. 456 (Mar. 22,
1995) (released by Oﬃce of the Press Secretary on Mar. 23, 1995); Memorandum
on Conducting “Conversations with America” to Further Improve Customer Service,
34 Weekly Comp. Pres. Doc. 368 (Mar. 3, 1998); Oﬃce of Management and Budget,
Implementing Executive Order 13571 on Streamlining Service Delivery and Improving
Customer Service, Memorandum M-11-24 (June 13, 2011); Oﬃce of Management
and Budget, New Fast Track Process for Collecting Service Delivery Feedback Under
the Paperwork Reduction Act, Memorandum M-11-26 (June 15, 2011); Oﬃce of
Management and Budget, Information Collection under the Paperwork Reduction
Act, Memorandum (Apr. 7, 2010); Oﬃce of Management and Budget, Social Media,
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Knowing in advance whether certain questions can be answered by
IRS’s CSRs would save taxpayers time they might spend waiting on
hold. Lowering the number of calls on out-of-scope topics would also
allow CSRs to spend more time assisting taxpayers with topics that are
considered in scope. Reducing the volume of calls and visits related to
out-of-scope questions could also save resources.
IRS oﬃcials recognized that making a publicly available list of topics
about which CSRs cannot provide assistance, as well as details about
how and where to ﬁnd information concerning these topics online,
could be beneﬁcial.

Paper Return
Processing Was
Delayed but Fraud
Detection Improved

Return Processing
During the 2019 ﬁling season, IRS was largely able to overcome
signiﬁcant delays in processing of both individual and business
returns that resulted from delays in hiring and training during the
lapse in appropriations.
While electronic processing totals remained close to scheduled totals
over the course of the ﬁling season, paper processing totals did not.
For example, as of February 8, 2019, IRS had processed 21 percent
of the anticipated number of paper individual returns. Similarly, as
of February 6, 2019, IRS had processed 33 percent of the anticipated
number of paper business returns. By the end of the ﬁling season,
paper processing performance had improved. As of April 19, IRS had
processed 83 percent of the scheduled number of paper individual
returns and, as of April 17, was ahead of schedule in processing paper
business returns.
IRS attributed many of these early delays in processing to staﬀ the
agency planned to have available at the start of ﬁling season still being
in training due to the lapse in appropriations. SP oﬃcials explained
that they had employed a variety of strategies to improve processing,
most notably use of extensive overtime. As of July 20, 2019, SP had
Web-Based Interactive Technologies, and the Paperwork Reduction Act, Memorandum
(Apr. 7, 2010); Oﬃce of Management and Budget, Paperwork Reduction Act—Generic
Clearances, Memorandum (May 28, 2010).

46GAO, Managing for Results: Selected Agencies Need to Take Additional Eﬀorts to Improve

Customer Service, GAO-15-84 (Washington, D.C.: Oct. 24, 2014), 3-4.
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used 729,631 overtime hours, nearly twice the 381,264 overtime
hours SP used through the entirety of the previous ﬁscal year. SP
oﬃcials said that they also moved work strategically between sites
based on staﬃng levels for speciﬁc functions involved in processing
and postponed some work they usually complete during the ﬁling
season to focus exclusively on the highest priority work.
IRS missed a number of internal deadlines for completion of
processing activities in the months immediately following the
shutdown, but was able to improve its performance over the course
of the ﬁling season. The agency met six out of seven target dates
for individual returns processing and 70 out of 91 target dates for
business returns processing. The missed dates were all in January or
February and IRS oﬃcials noted that they met all of the most critical
deadlines.

Detecting Fraud and Noncompliance
IRS also continued to expand its eﬀorts to prevent fraud and improper
payments through systemic veriﬁcation. In 2017, IRS began receiving
W-2 data from employers earlier than in prior years allowing it to
verify information reported by employers against that reported
by taxpayers on their returns before issuing refunds. However, in
April 2017, we found that IRS was unable to verify about 20 million
returns processed by February 15, 2017, before issuing billions of
dollars in refunds.47 IRS’s success was limited, in part, because it
received W-2s from the Social Security Administration (SSA) daily but
its information technology systems processed them weekly. In July
2018, we recommended that IRS process W-2s more frequently to
increase the number of W-2s available prior to issuing refunds.48 In
response, in 2019, IRS began processing W-2s received from SSA and
uploading them to the Information Returns Master File (IRMF) daily
between January and April, rather than weekly as it did previously.49
This allowed IRS’s Return Review Program, its primary system to
detect fraud and noncompliance, to receive new W-2 information each
day to compare against taxpayer returns.
47GAO-17-525T.

48GAO, Tax Fraud and Noncompliance: IRS Could Further Leverage the Return Review

Program to Strengthen Tax Enforcement, GAO-18-544 (Washington, D.C.: July 24, 2018).
49IRMF is a master ﬁle of current tax year information returns that also maintains

access to the ﬁve prior years.
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In addition, IRS adjusted its ﬁlters to hold more returns on which
the taxpayer claims the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) or the
Additional Child Tax Credit (ACTC) beyond the February 15 refund hold
until they are matched against the associated W-2s. The Protecting
Americans from Tax Hikes Act of 2015 required IRS to hold refunds for
all taxpayers claiming these credits until February 15.50
According to IRS oﬃcials, as a result of the daily processing of W-2s
and earlier processing by SSA, IRS received more W-2s earlier in the
2019 ﬁling season to match against tax returns. For example, before
the opening of the ﬁling season, IRS increased the number of W-2s
on the IRMF from 21 million in 2018 to 68 million in 2019. Through
the early weeks of the 2019 ﬁling season, IRS increased the number
of W-2s uploaded to the IRMF in comparison with 2018, increasing
the number of W-2s available for matching against returns earlier in
the season than in prior years. By February 15, the point at which IRS
begins issuing refunds associated with returns on which the taxpayer
claims the EITC or ACTC, IRS had increased the number of W-2s on the
IRMF from 221 million in 2018 to 226 million in 2019.
Paper W-2s—which must be transcribed at SSA before they are
transmitted to IRS—take longer for SSA to process and transmit to
IRS. As we reported in 2017 and 2018, in contrast to electronically-ﬁled
W-2s, IRS did not receive any paper W-2s prior to issuing refunds on
February 15, so any returns ﬁled before the associated paper W-2s
were received could not be matched before releasing the refunds.51
Consistent with our suggestion, Congress changed the requirement
for electronic ﬁling of W-2s—by 2022, employers who ﬁle 10 or more
W-2s will be required to do so electronically, while those who ﬁle
fewer than 10 W-2s may opt to ﬁle on paper.52 Prior to this change,
employers who ﬁled 250 or more W-2s had to ﬁle electronically. As
we previously reported, making this change would have the beneﬁt
of increasing the number of W-2s IRS receives before February 15
while also reducing SSA’s W-2 paper processing costs by $9.7 to $11.3
million per year.53
50Pub. L. No. 114-113, div. Q, § 201(b) (codiﬁed at 26 U.S.C. § 6402(m)).

51GAO, Tax Fraud and Noncompliance: IRS Can Strengthen Pre-refund Veriﬁcation and

Explore More Uses, GAO-18-224 (Washington, D.C.: Jan. 30, 2018), and GAO-17-525T.

52GAO-14-633. The Taxpayer First Act reduces the minimum threshold for electronic

ﬁling from 250 to 10 over 2 years. Eﬀective 2021, employers ﬁling 100 or more W-2s
must do so electronically. After 2021, the threshold is reduced to 10 or more W-2s.
Pub. L. No. 116-25, § 2301.
53GAO-18-224.
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IRS saw improved results in 2019. This year, the agency decreased the
percentage of returns claiming the EITC or ACTC that it was unable to
verify due to missing W-2 data before releasing refunds on February
15 from 13 to 9 percent, representing $7.98 billion and $5.84 billion
in refunds, respectively. Through February 14, 2019, among those
returns claiming EITC or ACTC, IRS’s ﬁlters selected about 129,000
suspicious returns based in part on either missing W-2 data or false
or incorrect income reported on the tax return. In addition, IRS held
about 346,000 high-risk returns beyond the February 15 refund hold
date until W-2 data were available to reprocess the returns. Among
those reprocessed, about 26,000 were selected for review, accounting
for approximately $112.5 million in refunds.
This year, IRS also decreased the percentage of returns without EITC
or ACTC submitted prior to January 23 that it was unable to verify to
86 percent—representing $1.98 billion in refunds—from 91 percent,
representing $4.27 billion in refunds submitted at the same time last
year. Similarly, IRS reduced the percentage of returns without EITC or
ACTC submitted through February 13 that it was unable to verify to
32 percent—representing $12.96 billion in refunds—from 60 percent,
representing $29.27 billion in refunds.
Systemic veriﬁcation has helped IRS save hundreds of millions in
taxpayer dollars. In ﬁscal year 2017, the ﬁrst year for which IRS
began using systemic veriﬁcation using earlier W-2 information, we
determined that IRS saved about $900.19 million in ﬁscal year 2019
dollars from using W-2 information to prevent the issuance of invalid
refunds and, in some cases, reducing taxpayer burden. In addition
to the recent steps IRS has taken, we previously recommended that
Congress and IRS take actions to improve the agency’s ability to detect
and prevent refund fraud and other noncompliance prior to issuing
tax refunds, which could protect hundreds of millions of dollars
annually. In 2010, we suggested that Congress grant IRS broader
authority to correct errors on taxpayer returns, with appropriate
safeguards against misuse of that authority, to correct taxpayer errors
during tax return processing.54 Such authority would help IRS and
taxpayers prevent costly and lengthy audits. As of October 2019,
Congress has not provided IRS with this authority.
Additionally, in January 2018 we recommended that IRS develop
an evaluation plan to fully assess the beneﬁts and costs, including
54GAO, Recovery Act: IRS Quickly Implemented Tax Provisions, but Reporting and

Enforcement Improvements Are Needed, GAO-10-349 (Washington, D.C.: Feb. 10, 2010).
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taxpayer burden, of modifying the February 15 refund hold, and
determine how this eﬀort informs IRS’s overall compliance strategy
for refundable tax credits and fraud risk management.55 We further
recommended that based on this assessment of beneﬁts and
costs, IRS use its existing authority to modify the refund hold such
that it minimizes the risk of releasing fraudulent or noncompliant
refunds. As noted above, IRS has taken actions consistent with our
recommendations by modifying its ﬁlters to hold more returns
claiming EITC or ACTC beyond the February 15 refund hold date
based on a risk-based selection method. In addition, in May 2019, IRS
oﬃcials told us they are making similar changes for the 2020 ﬁling
season to hold more high-risk returns not claiming EITC or ACTC until
W-2 data are available. This action, if taken, would also be consistent
with our recommendations.
In 2018, IRS assessed the beneﬁts of modifying the refund hold,
however, it did not assess or document the costs, including taxpayer
burden, or determine how the February 15 refund hold informs IRS's
overall compliance strategy for refundable tax credits and its fraud
risk management strategy. Completing these actions, along with the
planned modiﬁcations, would fully address our recommendations.

Signiﬁcantly Improving Service for Taxpayers with LimitedEnglish Proﬁciency and Overcoming Management Diculties
Could Enhance Taxpayer Compliance and IRS Performance
We identiﬁed several challenges that hinder IRS’s ability to provide
quality customer service and facilitate taxpayer compliance. First,
signiﬁcant improvements are needed in IRS’s translation and
interpretation services for taxpayers with limited-English proﬁciency
(LEP), which could enhance those taxpayers’ ability to understand
and properly comply with their tax liabilities. Second, challenges with
IRS’s employee training programs can lead to poor customer service
and can hinder taxpayer compliance if taxpayers receive incorrect
information or inconsistent levels of service. Third, IRS’s reliance on
overtime can increase costs and lead to employee burnout and low
morale that can negatively aﬀect performance. Finally, IRS has not
fully assessed the reasons behind employee downtime due to issues
55GAO-18-224.
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such as CSRs’ computers freezing when assisting taxpayers. Further,
IRS does not perform monitoring of downtime to better identify issues
and possible solutions.

Signiﬁcant
Improvements
Needed in Services
for Taxpayers with
LEP

The U.S. Census Bureau deﬁnes a person who speaks English “less
than very well” as having LEP. According to the Bureau’s American
Community Survey, in 2017, there were approximately 26 million
people with LEP living in the United States, or nearly one-tenth of the
total population, and there were 5.3 million households, representing
about 4 percent of total U.S. households (see ﬁgure 5). IRS research
found that taxpayers with LEP have a variety of individual and
business-related tax liabilities.

Figure 5: U.S. Population by Language Use and English Proﬁciency, 2017

Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding.

IRS provides multilingual services to taxpayers with LEP through a
variety of media, including in-person and over-the-phone assistance;
web pages and internet applications; and documents, such as
tax forms and publications. These tools are intended to enhance
taxpayers’ voluntary compliance with their tax obligations. However,
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we found that access to IRS’s language services was diﬃcult to
obtain—vital tax forms were not translated, and translated content
online contained errors and outdated tax information. Moreover, IRS
has not fully complied with an executive order and related guidance to
assess its language services.

Access to Language Services for Tax Products and Web
Content
IRS has translated some tax products and online content into Spanish
and other languages, including Chinese (Simpliﬁed and Traditional),
Haitian Creole, Korean, Russian, and Vietnamese. However, many
of IRS’s hundreds of tax products, including the most commonly
ﬁled forms, and related online content are available only in English.
Moreover, these untranslated tax products and web pages do not
direct taxpayers with LEP to where they can obtain assistance in their
language.
The Internal Revenue Manual (IRM)—IRS’s primary, oﬃcial policy
and source of instructions for its staﬀ—deﬁnes documents “vital” for
translation as those that contain critical information for accessing
tax services, rights, and/or beneﬁts; or are required by law; and have
no “alternative means” for obtaining the information provided in
the document in the language of the person with LEP. Additionally,
the IRM states that all tax products that originate in the Tax Forms
and Publications (TF&P) branch—which develops and revises IRS’s
tax products, such as the Form 1040—are considered vital as well
as other documents, such as outreach and education material for
accessing beneﬁts and services and content for the multilingual web
pages.
However, many of IRS’s tax products and web pages are available only
in English. For example, of IRS’s top-10 most commonly ﬁled forms
in 2017 and 2018, none were available in any other language.56 The
Form 1040—which individuals use to determine their tax liabilities and
beneﬁts and to receive refunds—is among IRS’s most frequently ﬁled
forms, with more than 140 million ﬁled annually over the last several
years. To access and print the Form 1040 and other tax products,
IRS encourages taxpayers to use its website, IRS.gov. Taxpayers can
also use IRS.gov to check their refund status or balance due, make
56Certain forms within the 1040 family series, that are relevant to ﬁlers in Puerto Rico,

were available in Spanish (1040 PR, 1040-ES PR, and the 1040 Schedule H PR).
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payments, and get answers to tax law questions without having to call
or write to the agency. However, the Form 1040, hundreds of other
forms, and much of IRS.gov are only available in English. For example,
IRS’s online account portal—where taxpayers can check and pay
their balances—is only available in English. IRS has translated some
information about refunds and payments online, but that information
does not provide taxpayers with complete access to their account in
their language.
The Form 1040’s 117-page instructions has two references to
language assistance; however, they are in English and do not appear
until pages 65 and 84. The ﬁrst reference provides a Spanish hotline
number for the Electronic Federal Tax Payment System, not language
assistance related to the form. The second reference is on page 84
where IRS includes a list of hyperlinks to its ﬁve multilingual web
pages indicating, in English, that taxpayers can get tax information in
other languages using the online resources.
Similar to IRS’s tax products, we found that much of IRS.gov is not
translated. Moreover, we found that for untranslated web content,
IRS did not provide information about where taxpayers could ﬁnd
the information in their language. For example, when directed from
a translated web page to one that was not, several had a text box at
the top of the page that read, “This page is not translated… because
translation is not available…,” but did not include a statement about
where the taxpayer could otherwise ﬁnd the information in their
language. Further, several links on translated pages in Chinese,
Korean, Russian, and Vietnamese led to the English versions of the
pages and did not tell the taxpayer where they could obtain such
information in their preferred language.
IRS policy states that if an alternative to translation of a document
is available, such as telephone assistance or web content, then a
statement “in the LEP language should be added to the Englishlanguage version of the document” or web page referring taxpayers to
information or assistance in their language.57 However, our review of
IRS’s top-10 most commonly ﬁled forms, including Form 1040 and its
instructions, found that none included any such statements.
IRS’s policy is in line with the General Services Administration’s
(GSA) best practices for government multilingual web pages,
57IRM § 22.31.1.5.2.3 Adding a Statement to the English Version. The policy includes a

preapproved Spanish statement that the business operating divisions can use.
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which recommend that agencies’ multilingual web pages provide
comparable user experiences to their English versions. If an
agency cannot provide for all of its content to be translated, GSA
recommends that the agency manage users’ expectations by
providing notice when a user is going to navigate to an English-only
area.
We also found that IRS’s policy for updating content on its printed tax
forms, instructions, and publications and multilingual web pages was
ineﬀective within its current organizational structure. According to
IRS policy, the agency’s Linguistics, Policy, Tools, and Services (LPTS)
section owns IRS’s multilingual web pages and TF&P creates the
agency’s tax products. While both of those organizational units are
responsible for producing outward facing materials for the agency,
neither own all of the content on all of the materials they produce. As
such, LPTS and TF&P may not have the authority to include on their
products a statement about where to receive translation assistance
without permission from the IRS business operating division that
owns that product’s content.
The Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government calls
for management to establish an organizational structure in which
responsibilities are assigned to discrete units to enable the agency to
operate in an eﬀective and eﬃcient manner. As part of establishing
that structure, it further calls for management to consider how
units interact to fulﬁll their overall responsibilities. The structure
should also facilitate the units’ ability to communicate and receive
quality information with one another, and to communicate quality
information to external parties. Finally, the standards call for
management to evaluate (a) the organizational structure periodically
so that it meets the agency’s objectives, and (b) individuals’
performance and hold those individuals accountable for their internal
control responsibilities.58
Without reconciling authority and implementing procedures to allow
for LPTS and TF&P to routinely review the English version of IRS’s
most commonly used vital tax products and web pages and include
information on them to inform taxpayers with LEP where they can
ﬁnd assistance in their language, IRS hinders its ability to provide highquality services consistent with its mission. This could have a negative
eﬀect on taxpayers with LEP, such as not being able to understand

58GAO-14-704G.
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and comply with their tax responsibilities or access federal beneﬁts
and services.

Incorrect and Outdated Information for Taxpayers with
LEP Online
As previously mentioned, IRS encourages taxpayers to use its website
to ﬁnd information, but much of it is not translated for taxpayers
with LEP. Of the web pages that are, we found at least six translated
versions of an English web page included content in the wrong
language (see ﬁgure 6).
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Figure 6: Example of Misplaced Translated Content on One of IRS’s Multilingual Web Pages

Note: IRS.gov’s multilingual web pages with information about Individual Taxpayer
Identiﬁcation Numbers (ITIN) are translated in Chinese, Haitian Creole, Korean, Russian,
and Vietnamese. All of them featured links in Spanish to a Spanish web page. ITINs are
nine-digit processing numbers assigned by the IRS to taxpayers who do not have, and are
ineligible to obtain, a Social Security number, and are used to process and account for their
returns and payments. We captured this screenshot from https://www.irs.gov/zh-hant/
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individuals/individual-taxpayer-identiﬁcation-number on January 15, 2019. We veriﬁed that
the site remained active throughout the 2019 ﬁling season.

Further, during the 2019 ﬁling season, at least four translated versions
of an English web page describing the basics of the U.S. tax system
featured outdated information on tax ﬁling requirements, as shown in
ﬁgure 7 below.59

59IRS’s Customer Base Report (CBR), IRS’s research report on populations with LEP,

found that many taxpayers with LEP are unfamiliar with the U.S. tax system or the
need to pay taxes generally. Moreover, the CBR reported that some taxpayers might
fear IRS because they may perceive it to be associated with immigration services. The
report recommended that IRS provide more education to taxpayers with LEP about
the U.S. tax system and their compliance responsibilities, where they can receive help,
and that they should not be fearful of consequences for ﬁling their taxes.
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Figure 7: Example of IRS Multilingual Web Page Containing Outdated Information

Note: This web page in Vietnamese provided information for tax year 2016 instead of 2018.
We also found this outdated table on the Chinese, Russian, and Korean web pages. We
captured this screenshot from https://www.irs.gov/vi/vietnamese/thue-co-ban on April
8, 2019. The Vietnamese web page shown above remained active through the 2019 ﬁling
season, but has since been taken down.
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LPTS is the oﬃce within the agency that posts translated content from
the multilingual web pages, among other agency content, such as
brochures and press releases. As previously mentioned, while LPTS
owns the web pages, IRS policy states that IRS’s business operating
divisions own the content on those pages. As such, IRS oﬃcials told
us that LPTS does not have the authority to translate content on the
website without permission of the responsible business operating
division that owns the content. Moreover, they said LPTS cannot
update or remove outdated content without permission from that
division. Further, the divisions are responsible for notifying LPTS of
content updates, which they do by asking it to translate the updates.
If a division does not tell LPTS to update a web page, LPTS may not
know that any content needs to be updated and out-of-date content
could remain available to taxpayers.
As stated above, the Standards for Internal Control in the Federal
Government calls for management to establish an organizational
structure in which responsibilities are assigned to discrete units
to enable the agency to operate in an eﬀective and eﬃcient
manner. As part of establishing that structure, it further calls for
management to consider how units interact to fulﬁll their overall
responsibilities. The structure should also facilitate the units’ ability
to communicate and receive quality information with one another,
and to communicate quality information to external parties. Finally,
the standards call for management to evaluate (a) the organizational
structure periodically so that it meets the agency’s objectives, and (b)
individuals’ performance and hold those individuals accountable for
their internal control responsibilities.60
IRS oﬃcials were unaware that content was out-of-date or in the
wrong language, but told us that the business operating divisions
might not have been aware that they should be updating multilingual
content along with their English versions. They further suggested that
some translations might not have been prioritized this year because
of the number of changes the agency had to make on its website this
year due to the changes in the tax law.
Without reconciling authority and implementing procedures to
routinely monitor and update multilingual web content and ensure
it is accurate and timely, the divisions will be hindered in their ability
to ensure that taxpayers with LEP receive accurate and up-to-date
information so they can fulﬁll their tax obligations.
60GAO-14-704G.
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Meaningful Access to IRS Services for Taxpayers with LEP
In addition, we found that IRS has not assessed whether its language
services holistically meet the needs of taxpayers with LEP. To improve
access to federally-conducted and federally-assisted programs and
activities for people with LEP, the President issued Executive Order
13166.61 Under the order, agencies are to take steps to ensure
meaningful access to federally-conducted programs and services
without unduly burdening the fundamental mission of the agency.
The Department of the Treasury, of which IRS is a part, developed
guidance that assists the agency in fulﬁlling its responsibilities to
provide meaningful access to persons with LEP.62 The guidance
states that, while the requirement to take reasonable steps to ensure
meaningful access is designed to be a “ﬂexible and fact-dependent
standard,” the starting point is an individualized assessment that
balances the following four factors:
• Demographics. The number or proportion of persons with LEP
eligible to be served or likely to be encountered.
• Frequency of Interactions. The frequency with which persons
with LEP come into contact with the program.
• Nature. The nature and importance of the program, activity,
service provided by the program to people’s lives.
• Cost and Resources. The resources available and costs.63

61Exec. Order No. 13166, Improving Access to Services for Persons with Limited English

Proﬁciency, 65 Fed. Reg. 50121 (Aug. 16, 2000).

62Guidance to Federal Financial Assistance Recipients Regarding Title VI Prohibition Against

National Origin Discrimination Aﬀecting Limited English Proﬁcient Persons, 70 Fed. Reg.
6067 (Feb. 4, 2005). The Treasury guidance is consistent with LEP guidance published
earlier by the Department of Justice (DOJ). See 67 Fed. Reg. 41455 (June 18, 2002). The
DOJ guidance was drafted and organized to function as a model for similar guidance
by other federal agencies. 70 Fed. Reg. at 6067.
6370 Fed. Reg. at 6069.
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According to the guidance, language assistance services mainly take
two forms: oral interpretation and written translation services.64 An
individualized assessment balancing the four factors determines
the appropriate mix of interpretation and translation services to be
provided based on what is both necessary and reasonable.
Pursuant to Executive Order 13166, IRS must provide taxpayers with
LEP meaningful access to its services; however, agencies are not
required to provide certain language assistance if doing so would
unduly burden the fundamental mission of the agency. IRS provides
this access to taxpayers through its Language Services Program, which
provides translation and interpretation for a variety of tax-related
written and oral services, such as:
• over-the-phone interpretation,
• bilingual CSRs,
• IRS.gov content,
• and translated forms and publications.65
IRS oﬃcials told us that, given the mix of language services it provides
for taxpayers with LEP, it is in full compliance with that order.
However, as detailed below, we found a number of shortcomings
with IRS’s language services that were supported by its own needs
assessment in its Customer Base Report (CBR).66
Over-the-Phone Interpretation. IRS told us that Accounts
Management (AM) provides over-the-phone interpretation
services to taxpayers with LEP in more than 350 languages,

•

6470 Fed. Reg. at 6071. Interpretation can be either in person or via telephone

service (hereinafter “interpretation”). Translation can range from translation of an
entire document to translation of a short description of the document (hereinafter
“translation”).

65IRM Part 22, Chap.31, Multilingual Initiatives. The policy does not apply to Braille

or American Sign Language.

66The CBR is IRS’s triannual research report that provides the demographic

assessment of the four factors previously outlined. In addition, it provides an
assessment of current services and an evaluation of current program eﬀectiveness.
However, the CBR does not assess the cost and resources, nature, or frequency of
interactions factors under the four-factor assessment. See IRM § 22.31.1.1.2, Authority;
Paciﬁc Consulting Group, IRS Limited-English Proﬁcient (LEP) Customer Base Report,
FY 2012-2015, IRS (Washington, D.C.: January 2018) and IRM § 22.31.1.1.4, Program
Reports.
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but just on two lines: the identity theft and international
lines.67 Further, accessing an interpreter can be challenging
for callers with LEP because callers have to navigate an
automated phone tree in either English or Spanish before they
can request an interpreter from a CSR.
Taxpayers with LEP can access interpreters on any phone
line when they visit a Taxpayer Assistance Center (TAC)
because TAC CSRs call the interpreter and work directly with
the taxpayer. Accessing these services may be challenging
because taxpayers are required to call IRS in advance to make
an appointment, and the appointment line is not one of the
two phone lines that provide interpretation services.
IRS’s CBR found that ﬁve populations with LEP were
underserved by (or underutilized, relative to need) the
agency’s over-the-phone interpretation services, including
taxpayers that sought assistance in a TAC.68 By not making
over-the-phone interpretation services easily accessible to
non-Spanish speakers, taxpayers with LEP are at greater risk
of not meeting their tax obligations.
• Bilingual CSRs. In response to its ﬁnding that 85 percent of IRS’s
callers requesting language assistance spoke Spanish, IRS provides
permanent Spanish bilingual CSRs on 27 of AM’s 32 phone lines.69
This leaves 16 percent of IRS’s phone lines without bilingual
Spanish assistance. The remaining 15 percent of IRS’s non-Spanish
speaking callers with LEP do not have access to bilingual CSRs
at all. IRS’s CBR found that all of the top non-Spanish language
populations with LEP in the United States were underserved with
respect to having access to bilingual IRS staﬀ who speak their
languages.
• IRS.gov Content. As previously stated, we found that IRS has not
translated much of IRS.gov. Additionally, IRS’s CBR found that
Arabic and Haitian Creole speaking communities with LEP were
especially underserved by IRS with respect to content available in
their languages on the agency’s website. As IRS encourages more
taxpayers to use the website—which does not consistently have

67Together, those lines answered less than half a million calls during the 2019

ﬁling season—approximately 2 percent of the total volume of calls answered.
68The ﬁve populations with LEP were those speaking Vietnamese, Korean,

Cantonese, Russian, and Arabic.

69Some of IRS’s AM phone lines are dedicated to one speciﬁc topic, while others

are able to handle multiple.
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updated, complete, or accurate translated content—taxpayers
with LEP are at a disadvantage.
Translated Forms and Publications. We found that none
of IRS’s top-10 forms and publications were available in
languages other than English, nor did they provide taxpayers
with LEP with information about where they could access
language services. IRS’s CBR found that the Spanish, Chinese,
Vietnamese, Arabic, and Haitian Creole populations with LEP
were underserved with respect to having access to translated
materials from the agency.
IRS research found that 95 percent of Spanish-speaking
taxpayers with LEP surveyed said they used someone else to
prepare their taxes, such as a paid preparer, friend, or family
member. According to IRS, this rate is signiﬁcantly higher than
for the tax base as a whole.70 IRS further found that Spanishspeaking taxpayers with LEP use preparers to assist them with
their taxes in part because IRS has not translated the forms
and instructions necessary for them to ﬁle.71
In addition, professional tax preparers who work with
communities with LEP told us that taxpayers in those
communities are reliant on others—such as tax preparers or
their English-speaking children—to translate forms, notices,
and other material from IRS for them. The National Taxpayer
Advocate has reported for several years on the need for more
translated material, saying that the lack of translated tax
products can lead to taxpayers with LEP going to preparers
where they can incur additional costs to comply with their tax
obligations.72

•

In response to its ﬁndings, the CBR made several recommendations
for IRS, including that it increase agency resources for translation and
other services for speciﬁc languages; translate the most commonlyused forms and publications into other languages; and hire more
bilingual staﬀ who speak languages other than Spanish.

70Practitioners represented 51.9 percent in 2018 of all returns ﬁled.

71Paciﬁc Consulting Group, IRS Limited-English Proﬁcient (LEP) Customer Base

Report, FY 2012-2015, IRS (Washington, D.C.: January 2018).

72See National Taxpayer Advocate, Annual Report to Congress: 2018 (Washington,

D.C.: February 2019), 74; see also, 2011 Annual Report to Congress: Volume One
(Washington, D.C.: Dec. 31, 2011) 277-9; and 2006 Annual Report to Congress
(Washington, D.C.: 2006).
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Agency oﬃcials told us that the CBR data have been helpful in
guiding their decisions on which products should be developed or
translated into other languages, and that they have acted on some
of the recommendations. For example, IRS provided Haitian Creole
translations for some web pages. However, IRS has not acted on all
of the CBR’s recommendations. For instance, while the CBR found
that Spanish-speaking taxpayers with LEP were underserved by IRS’s
translation services, IRS oﬃcials told us the agency has not developed
a form in Spanish in several years and that it does not have plans for
developing or translating any forms.
When asked about whether IRS planned to address these
shortcomings, such as why it had not translated the Form 1040 and
its instructions or improved access for taxpayers with LEP online or
over the phone, IRS oﬃcials said that doing so would place an undue
burden on the agency because, among other things, the cost would
be onerous. The oﬃcials explained that providing language services is
costly. For example, they said that developing a tax product in another
language is a resource-intensive and time-consuming process, and
translating the forms, such as the Form 1040, would have an adverse
downstream impact on IRS processing. IRS oﬃcials reiterated that the
current availability of translated materials, multilingual web pages,
and over-the-phone interpretation was suﬃcient to support taxpayers
with LEP. IRS oﬃcials further told us that IRS was limited in its ability
to provide over-the-phone interpretation services and to translate its
website because of resource constraints.
Cost and resource considerations are just one of the four factors
to balance when determining the appropriate mix of language
assistance. Additionally, Treasury guidance states “well-substantiated
claims of lack of resources do not necessarily relieve” large
organizations of their obligation to provide certain language
services.73 IRS agreed that the CBR did not satisfy the four factors,
saying it was only a guide to, for example, understand population
demographics. However, IRS could not provide us with any
documentation that it had conducted an assessment balancing
the four factors and how IRS concluded it could not provide certain
language assistance without unduly burdening IRS’s mission.
Further, oﬃcials involved with the IRS Language Services Program
were unaware of IRS’s process for determining which services to
provide, such as the policy for how IRS decides which form to develop
7370 Fed. Reg. at 6073.
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or translate into another language. These oﬃcials told us that there
were no formal criteria for determining if a tax product should be
developed or translated into another language. IRS oﬃcials said IRS
did not use a case-by-case determination to make those decisions. IRS
was unable to provide us with documentation related to the decisions
it had already made on whether to provide language assistance
services. As such, we were unable to determine whether IRS had
conducted the four-factor assessment as the guidance intends, nor
could we determine if IRS’s eﬀorts provide an appropriate mix of
interpretation and translation services based on its assessment of
what is both necessary and reasonable.
The Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government calls for
clear and complete documentation of key decisions, which would help
management ensure that the appropriate mix of language services
was being provided. Further, such documentation would help IRS
in justifying those decisions to external parties, such as auditors.74
Without any documentation of IRS’s decision-making with regard to
translation, IRS cannot support its assertion it is ensuring meaningful
access as required under Executive Order 13166. Further, without
documenting assessments determining whether to translate forms
and publications and which interpretation services to oﬀer, IRS is not
fully complying with the Treasury guidance on the Executive Order.
Limited access to translation or interpretation for taxpayers with LEP
makes it more diﬃcult for them to access important services they may
need to understand and fulﬁll their tax obligations.

IRS Does Not
Consistently
Incorporate
Employee Feedback
into Training
Improvement
Eorts

Every year, IRS conducts training prior to the start of the ﬁling season
to prepare its employees who respond to taxpayer inquiries on the
phone, in person, or through correspondence. As we have previously
reported, providing high-quality services to taxpayers can help them
understand their tax obligations and promote voluntary compliance
with tax laws.75 Annual division level training eﬀorts for the employees
who provide these services include intensive training for new hires,
Critical Filing Season Refresher Training for returning employees, and
“skill-up” trainings, which develop new skills in CSRs already trained in
other topics. This year, IRS revised its training materials to incorporate
74GAO-14-704G.
75GAO-18-39.
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information on TCJA and the new Form 1040. IRS oﬃcials who are
involved in developing training for CSRs told us that developing
training materials for CSRs was particularly challenging because these
employees needed information to share with taxpayers shortly after
TCJA passed and before training on the new law was needed for
many other IRS employees, including those in the business operating
divisions responsible for implementing particular provisions.
During a series of 14 discussion groups we conducted between
October 2018 and April 2019, 55 of the 67 CSRs and managers we
spoke to identiﬁed opportunities for improvement of, or expressed
dissatisfaction with, elements of these trainings. Some of the concerns
we heard in our discussion groups were speciﬁc to the training that
was oﬀered this year, such as the limited availability of space and
computers to train on and large class sizes, and may have resulted
from the compressed training timeline necessitated by the lapse in
appropriations. However, some of the concerns and suggestions for
improvement referred to training in general, and were expressed by
CSRs prior to the lapse in appropriations. Many of the participants
in these groups provided constructive input on the training they
receive that prepares them to provide customer service to taxpayers.
Examples include the following:
•

Page 52

Timing. Twenty-three of 67 members of discussion groups
speciﬁcally identiﬁed the timing of training as a weakness.
They reported receiving training on critical skills long before
having the opportunity to apply them on the job. As a result,
20 of the CSRs and managers said they or their staﬀ did not
remember what they had learned and felt like they needed
refresher training before taking any live work on these topics.
Three CSRs speciﬁcally said that they made errors when
beginning this work as a result of the gap between their
training and their on-the-job application of it. These concerns
about timing of the training were expressed both before and
after the lapse in appropriations and applied to trainings on
topics aside from TCJA.
In addition, two CSRs said the timing of training was
problematic because of changes to forms and regulations
that occurred after the earliest people were trained, meaning
they did not receive the most complete and up-to-date
information. These comments were speciﬁcally related to
changes associated with TCJA, but IRS has faced late changes
to requirements in previous tax years. For example, two CSRs
said the timing of training had been a challenge in other
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years when tax legislation passed after some employees were
trained, leaving those employees at a disadvantage.
• In-person and on-the-job training. Forty-six participants in our
discussion groups expressed a preference for in person and onthe-job training, as opposed to training oﬀered online. They said
classroom training provides an opportunity to ask questions and
receive feedback and helps keep participants focused. Several
people also mentioned that in-person instruction could be more
relatable than e-learning. On-the-job training allows CSRs to
perform live work with an instructor who is available to assist
them, which 27 of the participants in our groups highlighted as a
useful training tool.
• Instruction quality and preparation. Twenty-seven of our
discussion group participants identiﬁed concerns in this area,
with some indicating that the quality of preparation could vary
substantially depending on the quality of the instructor. Others
noted that it could be a challenge to identify volunteers willing and
available to teach the material, and suggested that the incentives
to teach are not strong.
IRS considers employee reactions to the trainings it provides to
its CSRs, using evaluations measuring participant reaction to and
satisfaction with courses to determine how best to revise or update
them.76 For example, IRS used such evaluations of the Critical
Filing Season Refresher Training classes on tax law changes for
individual and business returns to identify a number of suggested
76IRS uses a commonly accepted model for assessing training and development

programs known as the Kirkpatrick Model, with New World Kirkpatrick Model
enhancements, conceived of by Donald L. Kirkpatrick (co-author of Donald L.
Kirkpatrick and James D. Kirkpatrick, Evaluating Training Programs: The Four Levels,
3rd ed. (San Francisco, CA: Berrett-Koehler, 2008)). Under this model, evaluations
measuring the training participants’ reaction to, and satisfaction with, the training
program or planned actions to use new or enhanced competencies are known as
level one evaluations. Level two measures the extent to which learning has occurred
because of the training eﬀort. Level three measures the application of this learning
to the work environment through changes in behavior that employees exhibit on
the job because of the training or development program. The fourth level measures
the impact of the training program on the agency’s program or organizational
results. The fourth level is sometimes split into two levels, with the ﬁfth and ﬁnal level
representing a comparison of the costs of the training and development program
with the beneﬁts quantiﬁed in dollars. This ﬁfth level is often referred to as return
on investment. See GAO, Human Capital: A Guide for Assessing Strategic Training and
Development Eﬀorts in the Federal Government, GAO-04-546G (Washington, D.C.: Mar. 1,
2004).
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improvements, including changing the delivery method from online
only to online within a classroom setting and with an instructor
present. IRS also administers tests as part of some classes, and
considers these to be level two evaluations that demonstrate learning
has occurred as a result of training.
However, the concerns we highlighted above from discussion groups
with CSRs would not be apparent to CSRs immediately after taking
a particular course and would likely not be captured by surveys
designed to gauge participant reactions to the course or tests
administered at the end of a course as part of a certiﬁcation process.
For example, a CSR trained in a new skill who is not assigned to
perform that work until months later might have tested well on the
knowledge immediately following the course, but not retain the
information.
IRS oﬃcials told us that the last time they conducted an in-depth
review of training was in 2014. At that time, IRS formed the Training
Improvement Team to respond to concerns about training raised in
internal focus groups. IRS also indicated that in internal meetings and
level three evaluations—which attempt to gauge how much training
has aﬀected employee behavior—employees expressed that they
were not being adequately trained to perform their jobs. IRS oﬃcials
said that employees expressed a desire to use live-work examples in
training. As a result, IRS began using live work as part of training in
2015.
Twenty-nine of the CSRs and managers we spoke to said reviewing live
work and engaging in activities that involve applying skills taught in
courses are the most eﬀective forms of training and said they valued
the incorporation of live work in classes. As a result of the same
initiative, AM increased the permitted instructor preparation time
and made changes to the curriculum for both individual and business
CSRs based on employee feedback. IRS indicated that it has not done
similar analysis since 2014.
We have previously reported that agencies should view their training
and development eﬀorts not as a static, after-the-fact requirement,
but as continual, ongoing eﬀorts throughout the planning, design,
and implementation components of the process.77 When undertaking
planning and front-end analysis, we reported that an agency should
make a concerted eﬀort to identify and use focused and relevant data
77GAO-04-546G.
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and measures that will aid in guiding future training and development
eﬀorts. These considerations may highlight the need for the agency to
reassess what types of data it currently collects, how such data might
be improved for future assessments, and how to build in agreed-upon
measures up front to continually measure results.
For design and development of training, we further reported that
agencies should rely on evaluations and benchmarking to determine
what approaches work best given all of the related elements, such as
the proposed audience for the training program, the material to be
covered, and possible delivery mechanisms that could be employed.78
Building in such evaluation feedback can help to identify and remove
obstacles to successful implementation. Reviewing staﬀ and instructor
feedback regularly is also important to improving the overall process
and thus increasing the likelihood of success. Catching potential
problems at the early stages of the process can save valuable time
and resources that a major redesign of training would likely entail.
Agencies can use evaluation feedback to identify problems and
improve training and development programs as needed, either by
making incremental changes or redesigning the entire training eﬀort
to incorporate major changes.
We have also previously identiﬁed continuous performance
improvement as a core characteristic of a strategic training and
development process.79 This occurs when stakeholders rely on and
use program performance information and other data to assess and
reﬁne ongoing training and development eﬀorts; target new initiatives
to improve performance; and design, develop, and implement new
approaches to train and develop employees.
Training the employees who assist taxpayers every day is a critical
aspect of the customer service IRS provides. In the Taxpayer First Act,
enacted on July 1, 2019, Congress requires IRS to:
• include a plan to update guidance and training materials for
its customer service employees as part of the comprehensive
customer service strategy the agency must develop;
• write these updated materials to be easily understood and
provide clear instructions to employees; and

78GAO-04-546G.
79GAO-04-546G.
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• develop a comprehensive training strategy to streamline current
training processes and improve technology-based training, among
other things.80
In response to employee feedback, IRS made changes in 2015 by
incorporating some live work into training, something many of
the CSRs we spoke to cited as one of the most useful elements of
trainings. However, IRS has not conducted a more recent evaluation
of all CSR training based on level two or three assessments, including
employee focus groups. If IRS does not periodically consider feedback
that demonstrates the strengths and weaknesses of its CSR trainings,
beyond level one assessments, it may not be fully aware of the
current value of its training program. Furthermore, IRS might not be
aware of practical improvements it could make to improve employee
performance. This is particularly important for IRS as it responds to
the training-related requirements of the Taxpayer First Act.

IRS Lacks a Strategy
for the Ongoing
Use of Overtime,
Which Can Aect
Employee Morale
and Filing Season
Performance

IRS’s Strategic Plan highlights a number of reasons why processing
returns, answering telephone calls and responding to correspondence
from taxpayers are important services the agency provides.81 For
example, eﬃciently responding to taxpayer inquiries and providing
timely responses to taxpayer correspondence supports IRS’s mission
to provide top-quality service. Responding to taxpayer inquiries has
long been demonstrated to improve and encourage compliance with
the tax code, which can reduce the tax gap, as we have previously
reported.82 In addition, IRS is required to pay interest to taxpayers
on refunds it does not pay in a speciﬁed amount of time—generally,
within 45 days of the ﬁling deadline.83 This also applies to amended
returns, which are processed as correspondence. For example, as of
September 20, 2019, IRS had paid about $13.7 million in interest to
individual taxpayers compared to about $11.1 million at the same
time last year.
IRS has consistently used overtime to meet processing milestones
and respond to taxpayer calls and correspondence. IRS oﬃcials told
80Pub. L. No. 116-25, §§ 1101, 2402.

81IRS, Strategic Plan FY 2018 – 2022.
82GAO-18-39.

8326 U.S.C. § 6611.
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us that overtime is one of the primary methods they use to meet
their goals. For return processing, IRS has sharply increased its use
of overtime. For example, in terms of full-time equivalents (FTE)—the
total number of hours worked based on IRS payroll data divided by
the number of compensable hours applicable to each ﬁscal year—IRS
increased overtime use from about 82 FTEs in ﬁscal year 2014, to 349
FTEs through mid-July of ﬁscal year 2019, a 328 percent increase (see
ﬁgure 8). IRS estimated the cost of overtime used through mid-July of
ﬁscal year 2019 at about $22.3 million. IRS oﬃcials told us that some
of the hiring diﬃculties it has faced have contributed to the rise of
overtime use.
Similarly, for telephone and written correspondence services, IRS
has consistently used overtime, though the amount has varied
considerably. In ﬁscal year 2014, IRS used nearly 400 FTEs in overtime,
reaching a high of more than 750 FTEs in ﬁscal year 2018. As of
mid-July 2019, IRS had used nearly 600 FTEs in overtime, which IRS
estimated costing $49.3 million.
Figure 8: IRS Overtime for Return Processing, Telephone, and Correspondence

IRS allocates a certain amount of overtime for both Submissions
Processing (SP) and AM each ﬁscal year, based in part on prior year
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usage and budget limitations. However, IRS does not have a strategy
to help guide the use of overtime. SP has exceeded the allocated
overtime amount each year since ﬁscal year 2016 and has not met its
target for number of employees hired in any of those years. Similarly,
AM exceeded its initial allocations of overtime in ﬁscal years 2016 and
2018, and had already used its initial allocation of overtime for ﬁscal
year 2019 by mid-July.
Use of overtime, among other things, can contribute to low morale
and employee dissatisfaction. In 2018, IRS ranked 287 out of 415
agency subcomponents, falling below the median on employee
engagement in a study that measures best places to work in the
federal government based on federal employee survey data.84
Discussion groups we conducted with IRS employees also indicated
concerns related to morale. While we did not speciﬁcally inquire about
overtime or morale during all of the discussion groups conducted
with AM employees, 22 of the 67 CSRs and managers we spoke
to expressed that morale was low, and nine of these speciﬁcally
attributed this to extensive overtime.85 One group of six CSRs told us
that there seemed to be willingness to work overtime, for ﬁnancial
reasons, while another group of six managers told us while some
employees welcome overtime, others do not. While IRS employees
can volunteer to work overtime, the agency can also use overtime on
a mandatory basis according to a 2019 agreement with the National
Treasury Employee Union.86
IRS oﬃcials concurred that relying heavily on overtime contributes
to declines in employee morale and possible staﬀ burnout, but
stated that overtime is necessary because half the annual volume
of work done by AM and SP is received within 4 months during the
ﬁling season. Moreover, oﬃcials explained that they often do not
know what IRS’s budget will be until after the agency must plan and
84The overall rankings are determined by the Best Places to Work employee

engagement score, calculated by the Partnership for Public Service and Boston
Consulting Group. The index score is not a combined average of an agency’s category
scores. It is calculated using a proprietary weighted formula that looks at responses
to three diﬀerent questions in the U.S. Oﬃce of Personnel Management’s Federal
Employee Viewpoint Survey: (1) “I recommend my organization as a good place to work”;
(2) “Considering everything, how satisﬁed are you with your job?”; and (3) “Considering
everything, how satisﬁed are you with your organization?” The more the question
predicts intent to remain, the higher the weighting.
85We did not hold discussion groups with SP employees.

86IRS uses overtime on both a voluntary and mandatory basis per the 2019

agreement with the National Treasury Employee Union.
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hire seasonal staﬀ for the upcoming ﬁling season. If IRS hires too
many employees, it could be in a position of spending more than
appropriated, therefore violating federal law.87
According to Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government,
management is responsible for evaluating pressure on personnel to
help personnel fulﬁll their assigned responsibilities in accordance
with the entity’s standards of conduct.88 Pressure can appear in
an entity because of goals established by management to meet
objectives or cyclical demands of various processes performed by the
entity. Excessive pressure can result in personnel “cutting corners” to
meet the established goals, which senior IRS oﬃcials acknowledged
is a risk with greater use of overtime. According to Standards for
Internal Control in the Federal Government, management can adjust
excessive pressures using many diﬀerent tools, such as rebalancing
workloads or increasing resource levels, which can include hiring more
permanent staﬀ. When a particular individual or group is working an
inordinate amount of overtime, it may indicate that the staﬀ is either
not large enough or is not performing eﬃciently.
In March 2019, we reported on IRS’s strategic workforce plan, which
can help IRS better manage its critical skills gaps and staﬃng needs.89
We reported that IRS had stalled its workforce planning initiative
due in part to resource redirection toward implementing TCJA and
a shortage of staﬀ skilled in workforce planning. In that report,
we recommended that IRS fully implement its workforce planning
initiative. IRS agreed and, as of September 2019, is working on
implementing this recommendation.
As IRS works to complete this workforce plan, it can use the
information from this eﬀort to develop and implement a strategy for
the eﬃcient use of overtime. If not well managed, overtime can be
expensive, ineﬃcient, contribute to skills gaps, and negatively aﬀect
employee morale.

87The Antideﬁciency Act, codiﬁed at 31 U.S.C. § 1341, prohibits federal agencies from

entering into obligations or expending federal funds in advance or in excess of an
appropriation, and from accepting voluntary services, unless speciﬁcally authorized by
law.
88GAO-14-704G.

89GAO, Internal Revenue Service: Strategic Human Capital Management Is Needed to

Address Serious Risks to IRS’s Mission, GAO-19-176 (Washington, D.C.: Mar. 26, 2019).
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As we reported in 2018, IRS continues to struggle with eﬀectively
managing and modernizing its information technology systems
aﬀecting tax processing and customer service.90 In discussions with
CSRs and frontline managers, these employees told us that they
frequently experienced issues with their computers that aﬀected their
ability to serve taxpayers. Speciﬁcally, 60 of 67 CSRs and managers
told us that they had experienced computer problems frequently,
such as freezing or taking excessive time to reboot, or that they
experienced diﬃculty logging on.91 We observed these technical
diﬃculties during our visits to IRS service centers. The CSRs and
managers noted that these problems have worsened with the
installation of their new telephone system, which is connected to
their computers and through the internet. These computer problems
can cause phone calls to disconnect before the taxpayer’s issues are
resolved, meaning that the taxpayer must call back and wait in the
queue again.
When asked what they did when experiencing these problems, 19
CSRs in our discussion groups informed us that they are advised to
work on other tasks, as possible, move to a diﬀerent work station,
and, as a last resort, to charge their unproductive time to a job code
on their time sheets called “system downtime.” Twenty-ﬁve CSRs
speciﬁcally noted that they have limited technical support onsite
and would ask their managers or others for support, if possible, or
attempt to resolve problems on their own. Nine managers said their
teams had needed to charge to system downtime more often in
recent years.
While IRS oﬃcials acknowledged the frequent computer freezes and
limited on-site IT support, which the oﬃcials said they are working
to address, they were not aware of the increasing use of system
downtime charges that CSRs we spoke to attributed to diﬃculties with
the new telephone system. IRS oﬃcials provided us the total time
charged to system downtime in AM. The amount increased from 55
FTEs in ﬁscal year 2016 to 103.7 FTEs in ﬁscal year 2018, or 88 percent.
For CSRs, between January and June 2017 compared to the same time
in 2018, the amount increased 160 percent, from 23.3 FTEs to 60.5
90GAO, Information Technology: IRS Needs to Take Additional Actions to Address Signiﬁcant

Risks to Tax Processing, GAO-18-298 (Washington, D.C.: June 28, 2018).

91We did not ask about this issue in one discussion group, but one individual in that

group independently told us that computer issues are a common topic of discussion
among CSRs.
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FTEs, respectively. IRS oﬃcials estimated the cost of the downtime in
ﬁscal year 2018 to be more than $7.5 million (see ﬁgure 9). As of midJuly 2019, IRS had expended 83.6 FTEs on system downtime, or nearly
$6.1 million.
Based on our inquiry, IRS oﬃcials also analyzed whether the increase
in system downtime charges was associated with known IT issues or
network outages, but were unable to attribute the increase to these
or any other reasons. The oﬃcials said they were unable to determine
the cause of the increased use of downtime charges without further
assessing the reasons why or circumstances in which CSRs charged
more system downtime, which they had not yet done.
Figure 9: Cost of Unproductive IRS Employee Time Resulting From System
Downtime, Fiscal Years 2016 through July 13, 2019

The Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government requires
management to perform ongoing monitoring of the design and
operating eﬀectiveness of the internal control system as part of
the normal course of operations.92 Ongoing monitoring includes
regular management and supervisory activities, comparisons,
reconciliations, and other routine actions. Monitoring may include the
use of automated tools, which can increase objectivity and eﬃciency
by electronically compiling evaluations of controls and transactions.

92GAO-14-704G.
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IRS’s initial analysis of system downtime did not determine the
cause behind the increase in charges that we identiﬁed. Conducting
a further assessment of these charges, for example by obtaining
feedback and having discussions with CSRs and their managers, could
help identify the reasons for the increased system downtime charges
to best determine the appropriate solution.
More broadly, IRS does not perform regular monitoring of ﬂuctuations
of these time charges over time. Rather, IRS relies on its employees
and managers to report these issues. However, regular monitoring
could help IRS identify systems issues that CSRs or others do not
necessarily report, or other related concerns such as incorrect time
and attendance reporting. Conducting monitoring of changes over
time would better position IRS to identify and resolve any issues that
could lead to increased costs and service delays to taxpayers.
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Conclusions
Faced with declining resources, increasing responsibilities, and a
lapse in appropriations resulting in the furlough of thousands of IRS
employees in the month before the start of the 2019 ﬁling season, IRS
successfully implemented signiﬁcant changes to the tax code while
largely overcoming declines in performance during the ﬁling season.
However, IRS management could make improvements in several
areas related to providing top-quality service by helping taxpayers
understand and meet their tax responsibilities.
First, IRS does not inform taxpayers of which topics CSRs can and
cannot answer before taxpayers call for assistance. IRS could save
taxpayers time and frustration, while potentially decreasing call
volume to the tax law line and maximizing the amount of time CSRs
can to devote to taxpayers whose questions they can answer, by
making the list of tax topics CSRs are not able to answer publicly
available.
Second, IRS has a number of services intended to support taxpayers
with LEP. However, IRS could signiﬁcantly improve upon its services
for taxpayers with LEP in several ways. Including information on
untranslated content, such as on forms or web pages, would help
taxpayers ﬁnd assistance about that content in their language.
Implementing procedures to prevent, or detect and correct, outdated
or incorrect information on its multilingual web pages would
help ensure taxpayers with LEP receive accurate and updated tax
information. Conducting and documenting assessments of whether
to translate forms and publications—such as one of the most
commonly-used products, the Form 1040 and its instructions—and
which interpretation services to oﬀer would better position IRS to
provide more meaningful access, and potentially lower risks for
these taxpayers and encourage voluntary compliance with their tax
responsibilities.
Third, high-quality customer service begins with IRS CSRs having
the necessary knowledge and skills to address the unique needs of
individual taxpayers. If a CSR does not have the skills to fully assist
callers, it can have negative downstream eﬀects for both IRS and
the individual taxpayer. Collecting and using employee input on
the strengths and weaknesses of training would help IRS make any
improvements needed to help ensure trainings are well developed
and timely, and meet the requirements of the Taxpayer First Act.
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Fourth, while overtime can be an important tool to provide agencies
with capacity and ﬂexibility to meet their missions, IRS’s increasing
reliance on overtime to achieve its ﬁling season goals may result
in ineﬃcient use of ﬁnancial resources and is contributing to low
employee morale and possible burnout. Developing a strategy for
the eﬃcient use of overtime would better position IRS to manage this
option to meet workload demands.
Finally, CSRs and their managers reported increasing computer
system failures, reducing their time spent serving taxpayers’ needs,
and increased the use of the time and attendance system downtime
charge code. IRS oﬃcials were unaware of the increased amount
of time and their initial analysis did not identify the cause so that
they can develop solutions to address the problem. IRS also does
not perform regular monitoring of these time charges. By further
assessing the reasons for increased use of the system downtime code
and monitoring ﬂuctuations, IRS can be better positioned to improve
its ability to provide timely service to taxpayers by identifying and
resolving issues.
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Agency Comments and Our Evaluation
We provided a draft of this report to IRS, Treasury, and OMB for
review and comment. IRS provided written comments, which are
summarized below and reproduced in appendix II. Treasury and IRS
provided technical comments, which we incorporated as appropriate.
In an email, OMB staﬀ indicated OMB had no comments on the draft
report.
In its written comments, IRS agreed with 6 recommendations and
neither agreed nor disagreed with the remaining 2 recommendations.
Speciﬁcally, IRS agreed with the recommendations to publicize
a list of tax topics considered out of scope (recommendation 1),
implement procedures for routinely reviewing its multilingual
webpages (recommendation 3), collect and use employee input
on the strengths and weaknesses of its customer service training
(recommendation 5), implement a strategy for eﬃcient use of
overtime (recommendation 6), assess and address system downtime
(recommendation 7), and perform regular monitoring of ﬂuctuations
in system downtime charges (recommendation 8). IRS indicated
general steps it plans to take to address these recommendations.
IRS neither agreed nor disagreed with recommendations 2 and
4—related to directing taxpayers with LEP to where they can obtain
translated content and conducting and documenting the four factor
assessment of IRS’s language services—and stated in its comments
that it is evaluating actions to implement these recommendations
because they aﬀect multiple stakeholders. IRS said it will provide
details at a later date, pending its evaluation.
In addition, IRS stated that it disagreed with statements in the draft
report that “IRS does not regularly use employee input to identify
improvements to its training.” IRS said that it collects evaluations and
analyzes feedback from participants and their managers after they
attend training. IRS also stated that it uses the Kirkpatrick Model—a
commonly accepted model for assessing training and development
programs—to evaluate training.
In the draft report, we acknowledged that IRS considers employee
reactions to the trainings it provides and described IRS’s training
evaluation methods, including its use of the Kirkpatrick Model.
Our ﬁndings showed that IRS did not regularly conduct in-depth
evaluations of training for customer service representatives to
determine how the training aﬀects employee performance—referred
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to as level three evaluations under the Kirkpatrick Model—and use the
results to make improvements to its training program. IRS agreed with
recommendation 5 to collect and use employee input on the strengths
and weaknesses of its training, including on whether training is
eﬀective in improving CSRs’ performance, to inform changes to
its training program and strategy under the Taxpayer First Act. To
address IRS’s concerns about statements in the draft related to
training, we revised the report and recommendation 5 to specify that
we were referring to customer service training and evaluations related
to assessing employee performance.
Finally, we clariﬁed two recommendations in response to additional
IRS comments. Speciﬁcally, we removed one example of how to
implement the recommended action from recommendation 3 and
modiﬁed recommendation 6 to include the responsible division within
IRS.
We are sending copies of this report to the appropriate congressional
committees, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, the Secretary of
the Treasury, the Director of the Oﬃce of Management and Budget,
and other interested parties. In addition, the report is available at no
charge on the GAO website at http://www.gao.gov.
If you or your staﬀ have any questions about this report, please
contact me at (202) 512-9110 or lucasjudyj@gao.gov. Contact points
for our Oﬃces of Congressional Relations and Public Aﬀairs may be
found on the last page of this report. Key contributors to this report
are listed in appendix III.

Jessica Lucas-Judy
Director, Tax Issues
Strategic Issues
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Congressional Addressees
The Honorable Chuck Grassley
Chairman
The Honorable Ron Wyden
Ranking Member
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
The Honorable Richard E. Neal
Chairman
The Honorable Kevin Brady
Ranking Member
Committee on Ways and Means
House of Representatives
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Appendixes
Appendix I: Objectives, Scope, and Methodology
Our objectives in this report were to assess:
1. The Internal Revenue Service’s (IRS) performance collaborating
with the Department of the Treasury (Treasury) and the Oﬃce of
Management and Budget (OMB) to implement the Tax Cuts and
Jobs Act of 2017 (TCJA) prior to the 2019 ﬁling season and IRS’s
eﬀorts to educate the public on the tax law changes;
2. IRS’s performance providing customer service and processing
individual and business income tax returns during the 2019 ﬁling
season compared to prior ﬁling seasons; and
3. any opportunities to improve IRS’s ability to provide quality
customer service and facilitate taxpayer compliance.
To assess IRS’s, Treasury’s, and OMB’s performance collaborating
to implement the TCJA prior to the start of the 2019 ﬁling season,
we interviewed oﬃcials from IRS, Treasury, and OMB’s Oﬃce of
Information and Regulatory Aﬀairs (OIRA) about their roles in
implementing the law and their joint eﬀorts to coordinate, develop,
and ﬁnalize guidance. We assessed the coordination eﬀorts between
IRS and Treasury from 2018 through the 2019 ﬁling season by
comparing them against the guidance development and review
process described in the Internal Revenue Manual. We assessed
the coordination activities between Treasury and OIRA from 2018
through the 2019 ﬁling season against the process and time frames
in a new memorandum of agreement (MOA) between Treasury and
OIRA requiring OIRA review of tax regulations. Finally we compared
the coordination activities of these three agencies against selected
leading collaboration practices identiﬁed in our prior work.93
To assess the status of key implementation activities, we obtained
and analyzed IRS documents describing agency implementation
plans and priorities, including the agency’s project management
plan and the individual plans of various oﬃces and units within IRS,
including the Oﬃce of Chief Counsel and Tax Forms and Publications
and monitored the accomplishment of goals. We also reviewed
risk registers—tools used by IRS and other agencies to identify and
93GAO, Results-Oriented Government: Practices That Can Help Enhance and Sustain

Collaboration among Federal Agencies, GAO-06-15 (Washington, D.C.: October 21, 2005).
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describe risks as well as mitigation activities and status—and other
IRS documents showing risks and mitigation activities. In addition,
we reviewed and analyzed IRS’s TCJA communication plan, which
includes dates and milestones for communicating the new tax law
changes with the public. We also examined documents provided by
these various units within IRS to track completion of a variety of tasks
required to successfully receive and process returns during the 2019
ﬁling season.
We supplemented our review and analysis of these documents by
interviewing oﬃcials from: IRS’s Tax Reform Implementation Oﬃce,
the central oﬃce IRS established to coordinate implementation
eﬀorts; the Oﬃce of Chief Counsel, responsible for interpreting the
law and developing rules and regulations; Media and Publications,
responsible for updating, revising, and developing tax forms,
instructions, and publications; IRS Information Technology,
responsible for making necessary changes to IRS systems; and the
Oﬃce of Communications and Liaison, responsible for communicating
tax law changes to the public, to understand how these oﬃces
coordinated with one another and IRS business operating divisions
to implement the law’s provisions prior to the beginning of the ﬁling
season and communicate necessary information to the public.
In addition, we conducted semistructured interviews, using a
standardized set of questions, with a non-generalizable selection of
seven representatives of the tax industry, including tax preparation
businesses and software developers and professional organizations,
to obtain their perspectives on tax law change support oﬀered by
IRS. The external stakeholders we selected are major companies
that prepare millions of tax returns and organizations in the tax
preparation industry that frequently interact with IRS on key aspects
of the ﬁling season. We also conducted semistructured interviews
with a selection of 15 tax professionals, including tax practitioners
and people with knowledge of tax policy, to obtain their views on IRS’s
implementation of certain provisions of the TCJA.
To assess IRS’s performance providing customer service and
processing individual and business income tax returns during the
2019 ﬁling season compared to prior ﬁling seasons, we:
• obtained and analyzed IRS documents and data, including
performance, budget, and workload data for taxpayer services
and return processing, and used this information to compare IRS’s
performance in 2019 to its performance in the prior 5 years (2014
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through 2018), which allowed us to identify trends and anomalies
over a 6-year period;
• visited IRS facilities in Austin, Texas and Ogden, Utah to observe
return processing and customer service representatives (CSR)
answering taxpayer calls and handling correspondence, and
the Joint Operations Center (which manages IRS’s telephone
operations) in Atlanta, Georgia to observe CSRs answering
taxpayer calls and to listen to recorded calls of CSRs answering
tax law questions. We selected Austin and Ogden because both
process individual returns and answer taxpayer telephone calls. In
addition, Ogden recently began processing individual returns and
also provides customer service to businesses and individuals;
• interviewed IRS oﬃcials to identify contextual factors contributing
to (1) changes in performance and/or performance measures, and
(2) eﬀectiveness of eﬀorts to manage imbalances, if any, between
taxpayer demand for service and agency resources;
• interviewed oﬃcials from IRS’s Wage and Investment division
(which is responsible for managing ﬁling season operations) and
external stakeholders to obtain contextual information about IRS’s
performance, including its implementation of the TCJA, and the
impact of the 5-week lapse in federal appropriations that occurred
shortly before the start of the ﬁling season;
• reviewed our prior reports, including ﬁling season reports;
• identiﬁed federal standards for evaluating customer service, such
as the Government Performance and Results Act Modernization
Act and executive orders, presidential memorandums and OMB
guidance to strengthen customer service, and compared IRS
actions to those standards;94 and

94Exec. Order No. 12862, Setting Customer Service Standards (Sept. 11, 1993),

58 Fed. Reg. 48257 (Sept. 14, 1993); Exec. Order No. 13571, Streamlining Service
Delivery and Improving Customer Service (Apr. 27, 2011), 76 Fed. Reg. 24339 (May
2, 2011); Memorandum on Customer Service, 31 Weekly Comp. Pres. Doc. 456
(Mar. 22, 1995) (released by Oﬃce of the Press Secretary on Mar. 23, 1995);
Memorandum on Conducting “Conversations with America” to Further Improve
Customer Service, 34 Weekly Comp. Pres. Doc. 368 (Mar. 3, 1998); Oﬃce of
Management and Budget, Implementing Executive Order 13571 on Streamlining
Service Delivery and Improving Customer Service, Memorandum M-11-24 (June 13,
2011); Oﬃce of Management and Budget, New Fast Track Process for Collecting
Service Delivery Feedback Under the Paperwork Reduction Act, Memorandum
M-11-26 (June 15, 2011); Oﬃce of Management and Budget, Information
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• reviewed a variety of IRS reports providing weekly data on ﬁling
season processing and customer service, including various IRS
telephone reports (e.g., the telephone product line snapshot,
enterprise snapshot, interactive performance template, busy
signals and disconnects, and tax law and phone accuracy) to
analyze and report on key elements of IRS’s telephone service,
such as the level of service, wait time, and call volume. We
also reviewed IRS reports on correspondence inventory to
analyze and report on IRS’s performance responding to written
communications within prescribed time frames. In addition, we
reviewed IRS data on its services provided on its website and
in-person. Similarly, we reviewed IRS’s processing reports to
analyze and report key aspects, including the number of returns
processed and refund data.
To identify any possibilities to improve IRS’s ability to provide
quality customer service and to facilitate taxpayer compliance, we
interviewed oﬃcials from various functional units within IRS about
challenges they encountered implementing the TCJA and preparing
for the 2019 ﬁling season and resulting from the 5-week lapse in
appropriations that resulted in many IRS employees being furloughed
until a week before the ﬁling season began. We also reviewed a variety
of data provided to us by IRS to identify areas of concern in areas
including overtime hours and hours charged to certain job codes.
To obtain the perspectives of IRS CSRs and managers who are
responsible for providing customer service on challenges faced by
IRS, we conducted 14 discussion groups with 67 IRS frontline staﬀ
and managers located at seven IRS campuses. Ten of the groups
were with Accounts Management (AM) CSRs who answer calls and
respond to correspondence and four were with frontline managers
who oversee the CSRs’ work. The ﬁndings from these groups cannot
be generalized to the perspectives of all AM CSRs and managers. The
CSRs and managers we spoke to are all responsible for answering
taxpayer calls and correspondence and employed at IRS facilities in
Atlanta, Austin, Ogden, Pittsburgh, Denver, St. Louis, and San Juan,
Puerto Rico. Eight of these groups, with staﬀ in Atlanta, Austin, and
Ogden, were conducted in person, while the others were conducted
Collection under the Paperwork Reduction Act, Memorandum (Apr. 7, 2010); Oﬃce
of Management and Budget, Social Media, Web-Based Interactive Technologies, and
the Paperwork Reduction Act, Memorandum (Apr. 7, 2010); Oﬃce of Management
and Budget, Paperwork Reduction Act—Generic Clearances, Memorandum (May 28,
2010).
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via conference call or online conferencing. The call centers in Atlanta
and Austin were not assigned by IRS management to accept tax law
questions during the 2019 ﬁling season, and provided assistance to
taxpayers on other topics. Employees at the other sites we spoke
to did accept tax law questions during the 2019 ﬁling season. The
Ogden site assists businesses and individuals, while the other sites we
reviewed assist individual taxpayers.
To identify participants for the in-person groups and three of the
telephone and web groups, we asked IRS oﬃcials to identify available
CSRs meeting the criteria above and reﬂecting a range of tenure
with IRS. For the other three groups, we asked IRS oﬃcials for the
contact information of AM staﬀ answering tax law questions. We
then contacted CSRs and managers directly to schedule meetings.
The groups ranged in size from two to seven participants. To
encourage participants to speak openly, we ensured that no senior IRS
management oﬃcials would be present during the discussions and
separated staﬀ and managers into diﬀerent groups.
Before any of the groups began, we developed and administered
a standardized discussion guide to improve the quality of the
information gathered, which we altered slightly over the course of the
review based on issues identiﬁed in earlier groups and other aspects
of our review, and to address time constraints. At the beginning of
each group, we explained to the participants that we would report any
comments and opinions provided in summary form. Our questions
for CSRs focused on their experiences answering calls from taxpayers,
the training they received prior to ﬁling season and on the TCJA, and
issues related to their morale and equipment, such as computers and
phones.
We examined IRS’s eﬀorts to provide taxpayers with limited-English
proﬁciency (LEP) with IRS services and materials intended to help
them comply with their tax obligations, such as current versions of
the tax forms, instructions, and publications and other materials,
such as information provided on IRS.gov. We also considered whether
these products and services were available in languages other than
English. Our review included an assessment of multilingual material
posted on the agency’s website, IRS social media accounts, and mobile
phone applications developed for Spanish-speaking taxpayers. In
addition, we made a number of test calls to IRS customer service lines
to understand the experience of taxpayers seeking assistance in their
language or the services of an interpreter.
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We supplemented our review of the availability of these resources
by interviewing IRS oﬃcials involved in the development and
translation of non-English language content across various media
for taxpayers with LEP, including Media and Publications, Tax Forms
and Publications, and Linguistics, Policy, Tools, and Services, which
provides translation services for all IRS oﬃces, to determine their
role in providing services to taxpayers with LEP. We also reviewed
IRS’s Customer Base Report, which presents the agency’s research
ﬁndings from (a) demographic assessment of the persons eligible to
be served or encountered by IRS; (b) a current service assessment;
and (c) an evaluation of current program eﬀectiveness. These
assessments help to inform IRS on the needs of taxpayers with
LEP. We compared the services IRS provides to taxpayers with LEP
to principles from the Standards for Internal Control in the Federal
Government for establishing an eﬀective organizational structure,
evaluating performance and holding individuals accountable, and
eﬀective documentation, requirements from an executive order,
the General Services Administration’s best practices for government
multilingual webpages related guidance from Treasury, and IRS
policy.95
To assess IRS’s training of its CSRs, we reviewed Wage and Investment
division’s training plan, assessments and evaluations of the training,
and CSR comments on the training they received. We also interviewed
IRS oﬃcials about the development, delivery, and evaluation of
training. In addition, we performed a statistical analysis of the
accuracy rates achieved by IRS employees in answering both general
accounts inquiries and tax law inquiries to determine if the declines
in accuracy scores we observed this year in comparison with previous
years were statistically signiﬁcant. IRS calculated the margin of
error using a 90 percent conﬁdence interval. We converted this to
a 95 percent conﬁdence interval—in line with our standards—and
compared the scores against it, from which we determined that this
year’s declines were statistically signiﬁcant from last year’s levels.
We consulted oﬃcials in IRS’s Submission Processing oﬃce about
their eﬀorts to address various workload-related challenges including
hiring shortages in paper processing centers, which we have observed
and reported on in our previous ﬁling season reports, as well as
critical levels of correspondence inventory identiﬁed by our review of
95GAO-14-704G; Exec. Order No. 13166, Improving Access to Services for Persons with

Limited English Proﬁciency, 65 Fed. Reg. 50121 (Aug. 16, 2000); Department of the
Treasury, Guidance to Federal Financial Assistance Recipients Regarding Title VI Prohibition
Against National Origin Discrimination Aﬀecting Limited English Proﬁcient Persons, 70 Fed.
Reg. 6067 (Feb. 4, 2005); and IRM, Part 22, Chap. 31.
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IRS correspondence reports. Senior IRS oﬃcials identiﬁed overtime
as one of the primary methods IRS uses to achieve its processing,
correspondence, and level-of-service goals. We examined data from
IRS on overtime hours devoted to return processing and telephone
and correspondence to understand how many full-time equivalents
(FTE) IRS had devoted to overtime to achieve ﬁling season goals for
ﬁscal years 2014-2019. We compared IRS’s actions to principles from
the Standards of Internal Control in the Federal Government relevant to
enforcing accountability, particularly attributes related to excessive
pressures.96
We also reviewed and analyzed data IRS provided showing the
amount of time charged to the “system downtime” code, expressed
in hours and FTEs, from ﬁscal years 2016-2018. This is the code CSRs
charge their time to when they are unable to accomplish tasks due
to technological reasons, such as a computer system crashing. In
addition, we reviewed and analyzed a subsequent study of use of
the system downtime code that IRS conducted. We compared this
information to principles from the Standards for Internal Control in the
Federal Government related to performing ongoing monitoring of the
design and operating eﬀectiveness of the internal control system as
part of the normal course of operations.97
To assess the reliability of data used in this report, we interviewed
IRS oﬃcials, and assessed documentation for any data limitations,
which we note, as applicable, within the report. We compared those
results to our data reliability standards and determined that the data
presented in this report are suﬃciently reliable for our purposes.
We conducted this performance audit from April 2018 to January
2020 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform
the audit to obtain suﬃcient, appropriate evidence to provide a
reasonable basis for our ﬁndings and conclusions based on our
audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a
reasonable basis for our ﬁndings and conclusions based on our audit
objectives.

96GAO-14-704G.
97GAO-14-704G.
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Appendix II: Comments from the Internal Revenue Service
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